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Minolta	dynax	7	service	manual	download	pc

Minolta	dynax	700si	manual.	Minolta	dynax	7	manual.	Minolta	dynax	7xi	manual.

	$20.00	#90276.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	45mm	f/2.8	GN	AUTO	NIKKOR	LENS,	1974		26	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$40.00	#90035.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MAMIYA	RB-67	PRO-S	CAMERA		126pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	adjustment	and	assembly	specifications.	Superb	source.	Valuable	source.	$20.00	#90670.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	VIVITAR	4600	FLASH,	STANDARD	HEAD,	1982		24	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Includes	exploded	views	and	parts	listings;	full	service	and	repair	information.		$15.00	#90156.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PETRI	COLOR	35	CAMERA		44pp,	fully	illustrated.	Classic,	valuable	sourcebook.	Valuable	source.	$35.00
#90121.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BOLSEY	B-2	(AIR	FORCE	GROUND	CAMERA),	1951		Approx.	Good	source.	Full	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	illustrated	repair,	adjustment	and	service	information.	#90347.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	AIREQUIPT	SLIDE	PROJECTORS,	c.		$20.00	#90146.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	SINGLEX-II	CAMERA,	1976		24pp,
fully	illustrated.		$18.00	#90097.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	DP-3	PHOTOMIC	FINDER	FOR	F2SB,	1976		106pp,	fully	illustrated.	Valuable	source.	$18.00	#90044.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ROLLEI	35,	B35,	C35	CAMERAS		80pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90501.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	KODAK	EKTALITE	L6	and	L8	OVERHEAD	PROJECTORS,
1997		60pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90263.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	43-86mm	f/3.5;	43-86mm	f/3.5	Ai	ZOOM	NIKKOR	LENSES,	1974-1977		75	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$30.00	#90055.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	OLYMPUS	OM-10	CAMERA		124pp,	fully	illustrated.	spiral	bound.		$25.00Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90786	,	at	$16.95
#90620.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CINEMA	PRODUCTS	CP-16R/	CP-16RA	SOUND	CAMERAS,	1975		202	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90719	,	at	$12.95	#90367.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	N-90/	F-90	CAMERAS,	1992		150pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	includes
demolition	information	in	the	event	of	enemy	attack.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Minolta	on	this	small	camera.	Includes	tech	information,	exploded	views,	circuits	and	schematics,	repair	and	service	information.		$20.00	#90355.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	28mm	f/3.5	Auto;	28mm	f/3.5;	28mm	f/3.5	Ai	NIKKOR	LENSES,	1974-1977		80	pages,
fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90208.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	NIKKOREX-F	CAMERA		42pp,	fully	illustrated.		$30.00	#90237.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ZEISS	CONTINA	I,	CONTINA	(MATIC)	II,	CONTINA	(MATIC)	III,	1958		72pp,	fully	illustrated.	From	a	c.	Exploded	views,	wiring	diagrams,	full	service	and	adjustment	information.		$25.00
#90153.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	X-500/	X-570/	X-300/	X-370	CAMERAS		Approx.		$30.00	#90503.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	(KYOCERA/YASHICA)	CONTAX	137MA	QUARTZ	CAMERA		62pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual	on	these	cameras.	Detailed	service,	repair	and	adjustment.
Troubleshooting,	disassembly,	repair,	and	reassembly.	MORE	FROM	QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET	Page	2	Maxxum	-	Minoltina	-	Q	-	Riva	Zoom	-	SR	-	Super	A	-	TC	-	Uniomat	-	Vectis	-	Weathermatic	-	X	-	XD	-	XE	-	XG	-	XK	-	XM	Maxxum	2Xi	-	User	Guide	Maxxum	3Xi	-	User	Guide	Maxxum	5	-	Operating	Guide	Maxxum	5	-	Repair	Manual,	Parts	List,
Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	Maxxum	5D	-	Operating	Instructions	Maxxum	5Xi	-	Operating	Guide	Maxxum	7	-	Operating	Instructions	Maxxum	7	-	Repair	Manual	Maxxum	7D	-	Operating	Guide	Maxxum	7Xi	-	Operating	Guide	Maxxum	9	-	Operating	Guide	Maxxum	9Ti	-	User	Guide	Maxxum	9Xi	-	User	Guide	Maxxum	70	-	User	Manual	Maxxum	300Si
-	Operating	Guide	Maxxum	303Si	-	Repair	Manual,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	Maxxum	400Si	-	Operating	Guide	Maxxum	400Si	-	Repair	Manual,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	Maxxum	450Si	PD	-	Operating	Guide	Maxxum	500Si	-	Operating	Instructions	Maxxum	500Si	-	Repair	Manual,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and
Assembling	Charts	Maxxum	500Si	Super	-	Operating	Instructions	Maxxum	550Si	PD	-	User	Guide	Maxxum	600Si	-	User	Guide	Maxxum	600Si	PD	-	Operating	Guide	Maxxum	650Si	-	User	Manual	Maxxum	700Si	-	User	Guide	Maxxum	800Si	-	Operating	Instructions	Maxxum	3000i	-	Operating	Guide	Maxxum	5000	-	Operating	Guide	Maxxum	5000i	-	User
Guide	Maxxum	7000	-	Operating	Guide	Maxxum	7000	-	Service	Manual,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	Maxxum	7000i	-	User	Guide	Maxxum	8000i	-	Operating	Instructions	Maxxum	9000	-	Operating	Instructions	Maxxum	9000	-	Service	Manual,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	Maxxum	HT	Si	-	User	Manual	Maxxum	HT	Si
Plus	-	User	Manual	Maxxum	RZ	430Si	-	Instruction	Manual	Maxxum	RZ	530Si	-	Instruction	Manual	Maxxum	ST	Si	-	Instruction	Manual	Maxxum	XT	Si	-	User	Manual	Minoltina	AL-S	-	Instructions	for	Using	Super	A	-	Instructions	for	Using	TC-1	-	Instructions	for	Using	XG-1	-	User	Guide	XG-1	-	Service	Manual,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling
Charts	XG-1(n)	-	Service	Manual,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	XG-2	-	Repair	Guide,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	XG-7	-	User	Guide	XG-7	-	Repair	Guide,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	XG-9	-	User	Guide	XG-A	-	Operating	Instructions	XG-A	-	Service	Manual,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	XG-E
-	Repair	Guide,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	XG-M	-	Operating	Instructions	XG-M	-	Repair	Guide,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	XK	-	Repair	Manual,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	XM	-	Repair	Manual,	Parts	List,	Diagrams	and	Assembling	Charts	(860)	496-9791·····P.O.BOX	1637,TORRINGTON,	CT
06790······FAX:	(860)	496-0664	TOLL-FREE	ORDERING	(US	Only)	1-877-572-3686	PLEASE	NOTE	NEITHER	THE	TOLL	FREE	NOR	THE	FAX	WORK.	Supplemented	with	a	numbr	of	service	bulletin	updates	from	Bell	&	Howell,	along	with	factory	service	manuals	on	the	range	of	lenses	for	the	NC	cameras.		$20.00	#90558.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELMO
16-A	16mm	SOUND	PROJECTOR		Approximately	50pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90615.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA	FR/	FR-I/	FR-II	CAMERAS		88pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90093.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	DP-1	FINDER	(for	F2)		32pp,	fully	illustrated.		$35.00	#90072.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	NIKKORMAT	FS,	FT
CAMERAS,	1966		82pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	Chinon	factory	service	manual	on	this	camera.		$20.00	#90026.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	GRAFLEX	GRAPHEX	SHUTTERS	(1,2,3)		38pp,	fully	illustrated.	Still	a	useful	camera.	These	units	included	an	8mm	projector	with	a	built-in	video	camera,	for	converting	from	film	to	video	image.
Includes	exploded	views,	repair	and	adjustment	information,	as	well	as	several	pages	in	color	for	lubrication	information.	Also	includes	few	later	updates	from	company	on	service.		$20.00	#90613.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	INSTRUCTION	BOOK	(and	service)	KARDON	CAMERA	PH-629/UF	U.S.	Signal	Corps/Premier	Instrument	Co.	Faithful	reprint	of	an
extremely	rare	instruction	and	general	service	manual	for	the	military	version	of	the	Kardon	camera.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90717	,	at	$19.95	#90155.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	TOPCON	IC-1	CAMERA		64pp,	fully	illustrated.		$30.00	#90500.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	MINOLTA	MC	ROKKOR	LENSES	
450+pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Very	complete	and	thorough.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90709	,	at	$19.95	#90219.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	SYNCHRO-COMPUR	00-MXV	WIDE-REFLEX	SHUTTER,	1970		46pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	electrical	schematic;	service	and	repair	information.	Dis-assembly	and	re-
assembly.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	material.	Includes	SSL-0,	SSL-1,	SSL-2,	SSL-0L,	SSL-0L1;	and	ESL-0,	ESL-1	and	ESL-2.		$40.00	#90115.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	SRT-101	CAMERA		66pp,	fully	illustrated.	Curtis	Gravures	on	Tissue	Photographical	Images	Pasadena	Rose	Parade	Photographs,	1892	Images	by	Edward	Steichen
RECOMMENDED	BROWSING	Cameras,	Lenses,	Projection	Camera	Accessories	Bargain	Page	Photographer's	Baby	Posing	Chair,	c.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Ricoh	factory	service	manual	on	this	compact	35mm	camera	with	spring-motor	drive.		$20.00	#90362.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	MAXXUM	FLASH	3200i		60pp,	fully	illustrated.
Reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual	and	parts	list.		$25.00	#90042.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PRONTOR	SHUTTERS		274pp,	fully	illustrated.	As	complete	as	we	have	seen	.	Complete	exploded	views,	schematics,	parts	listing,	full	disassembly,	repair	and	service,	and	reassembly	information.	There	are	numerous	variations	of	solitaire	that	are
usually	played	by	one	individual.		$20.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90728	,	at	$12.95	#90304.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	80-200mm	f/4.5-f/5.6	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1992		64pp,	fully	illustrated.	On	some	PCs	this	game	is	also	called	Klondike.SpiderSpider	is	a	variation	of	the	traditional	solitaire.	Exploded	views,	full	service	on	body	and	roll
holder.	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	$40.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90370	,	at	$25.95	#90070.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BRONICA	ETR-S	CAMERA		70pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	includes	dis-assembly,	wiring,	assembly	and	checking	for	the	integrated	flash	unit	for	this	lens.	Includes	SNT-0,	SNT-1,	SNT-2,	SNT-3;	and
ENT-0,	ENT-1,	ENT-2,	ENT-3.		$20.00	#90300.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	35-80mm	POWER	ZOOM/	35-135mm	f/4-f/5.6	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENSES		106pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	manual	issued	by	the	company	for	service	and	repair	of	these	professional	level	sound	movie	cameras.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original
service	manual	on	this	Nikon	camera.		$20.00	#90120.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	SCOOPIC	16-M	CAMERA		Approx.		$15.00	#90222.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	OMEGA	D5500	DICHROIC	LAMPHOUSE	SYSTEM		72pp,	fully	illustrated.	1973		48pp,	fully	illustrated.	#90672.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	LEITZ	LEICINA	82,	8V,	8SV	MOVIE	CAMERAS,	1962-
1965.		212	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual;	includes	exploded	views,	circuitry	diagrams,	full	service	information.	Also	available	on	CD	(requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader),	#90756,	at	$32.95	#90103.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KOWA	SUPER	66	CAMERA		67pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	parts
specifications,	exploded	views,	wiring	schematics,	complete	service	and	repair	information	for	the	M-67,	M-68,	M-67K,	M-68A,	M-68K.	The	1975	and	1977	manuals	are	in	both	English	and	Japanese.	Identified	as	Symbolica	(10.0635).		$20.00	#90352.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	28mm	f/2.8;	28mm	f/2.8	Ai	NIKKOR	LENSES,	1974-1977		64	pages,	fully
illustrated.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90741	,	at	$32.95	#90403.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ROLLEIFLEX	CROSS-COUPLED	EXPOSURE	METER,	1974		52	pages,	fully	illustrated;	5-1/4x8-1/2".	#90076.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ZEISS	CONTAFLEX	SUPER;	CONTAFLEX	RAPID,	CONTAFLEX	PRIMA,	1959		82pp,	fully	illustrated.		$40.00	Also	available	in
CD	version,	#90732	,	at	$25.95	#90199.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELECTRONIC	TROUBLESHOOTING	THE	MINOLTA	X-700		24pp,	8-1/2x11".	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Bell	&	Howell	factory	repair	manual	on	this	series	of	projectors.		$20.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90746	,	at	$12.95
#90144.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	T-70	CAMERA		120pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90079.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	EE	CONTROL	UNIT	DS-2,	1976		56pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	repair	manual.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual.	This	camera	was	also	made	by	Ricoh	as	the	Sears	500-MX.
	$25.00	#90451.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	EOS	650/620	CAMERAS,	1987		Approx.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Nikon	original.	Includes	exploded	views,	parts	lists,	service	and	adjustment	information.	Includes	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	wiring,	complete	service	and	adjustment	information.		$18.00	#90520.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL
RINGMASTER	II	SLIDE	PROJECTORS,	1986.		$20.00	#90410.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	THE	ROLLEIFLEX	WIND	MECHANISM,	1973		74	pages,	fully	illustrated;	5-1/4x8-1/2".	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90708	,	at	$25.95	#90399.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	COMPUR	ELECTRONIC	SHUTTERS,	1966-1970		Approx.	Complete	exploded	views,
troubleshooting	guide,	schematics,	service	and	repair	information.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	on	these	models.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Minolta	on	these	four	camera	models.	Complete	illustrations,	schematics,	mechanical	and	electrical	service	and	repair.		$25.00	#90388.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	SPEEDLITE	480-
EG,	1993		62pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90255.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	50-300mm	f/4.5	ZOOM	NIKKOR	LENS,	1975		24	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing;	dis-assembly	from	illustrations;	assembly	check	points,	after-assembly	checking.	Also	useful	for	other	Leica	models	as	well.	Includes	exploded	views	as	well	as	full
service	information.	Includes	camera	dis-assembly,	calibration,	repair,	etc.		$30.00	#90576.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	EIKI	SNT/	ENT	16mm	SOUND	PROJECTORS,	1986		150pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$30.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90735	,	at	$19.95	#90528.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA/KYOCERA	CONTAX	AX
CAMERA		194pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".	Includes	exploded	views,	parts	list,	full	service	and	adjustment	information.		$20.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader,	#90349	,	at	$11.95	#90234.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HONEYWELL	ELMO	FILMATIC	A	and	C	SUPER	8	PROJECTORS,	1973		40pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful
reprint	of	the	Leitz	factory	service	and	repair	manual	on	these	slide	projectors.		$20.00	#90348.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	24mm	f/2.8	Auto;	24mm	f/2.8	Ai	NIKKOR	LENSES,	1973-1977		94	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	from	what	was	issued	as	a	factory	"original",	although	a	number	of	pages	were	photocopies	to	begin	with.	Reprinted	from	the
original	Kodak	factory	manuals.		$25.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader,	#90340	,	at	$15.95	#90091.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	LEICA	M-2	CAMERA		148pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90596.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	3-M	OVERHEAD	PROJECTOR,	2000	model,	1992		70+	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00Also	available
in	CD	version,	#90788	,	at	$13.95	#90418.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CHINON	GENESIS	III/	GS-9	CAMERAS		70pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2X11".		$20.00	#90254.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	35-70mm	f/3.5	Ai	ZOOM	NIKKOR	LENS,	1977		22	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual;	includes	Models	40-A,	40-B,	40-BX,	55,	56,
60-B,	60-2,	60-4,	60-10,	60-25,	and	G	(British	Greyline	Victor).		$25.00Also	available	on	CD	(requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader),	#90797,	at	$16.95.		$25.00	#90106.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	SB-20	SPEEDLITE	UNIT		70pp,	fully	illustrated.	#90590.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	B&H	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTORS	1575,	1580,	1680	(1980)		192pp,	fully
illustrated.	Includes	complete	parts	and	schematics,	exploded	views,	and	full	service	information	on	this	series	of	16mm	projectors.		$15.00	#90046.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	TOPCON	SUPER	D	CAMERA		70pp,	fully	illustrated.	Exploded	views,	full	disassembly,	repair	and	adjustment,	checking	information.		$15.00	#90025.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	GRAFLEX	1000	SHUTTER		28pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00.	Includes	complete	service	and	repair	manuals;	full	exploded	views,	schematics,	etc.	Valuable	source;	scarce.	Reprint	of	the	original	Canon	factory	manual.		$20.00	#90278.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MAMIYA	120/220	ROLLFILM	POWER	DRIVE/CONTROL	PACK	FOR	RB67		68pp,	fully
illustrated.		$18.00	#90412.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	DESIGN	266A	8mm	PROJECTOR,	1962		Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	service	manual.		$25.00	#90511.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTORS	540,	542	(1961)		Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	and	parts	manual;	approx.	Faithful	reprint
of	the	original	factory	service	manual	on	this	medium	format	SLR	camera.		$15.00	#90256.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	50-300mm	f/4.5	ED	Ai	ZOOM	NIKKOR	LENS,	1977		34	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90192.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	KR-10	CAMERA	(also	SEARS	KSX)		20pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual;
includes	exploded	views,	complete	parts	listings,	circuitry	diagrams,	full	service	information.	Covers	the	Nikkor	28mm	f/2	lens	and	the	28mm	f/2	Ai	version.	Full	exploded	views,	parts	list;	thorough	service	and	repair	information.	Covers	original	versions	of	the	OM-1,	OM-1N,	and	OM-1MD	cameras,	and	includes	updated	revised	parts	listings	and
changes.		$20.00	#90579.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	Bell	&	Howell	Filmosound	Projector	Design	567,	1974		Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Bell	&	Howell	repair	manual;	84	pages,	8-1/2x11".	fully	illustrated.	1967		166pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$20.00	#90516.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FUJICA	ZXM-500,	ZM-800	SINGLE	8	SOUND
MOVIE	CAMERAS		170	pages,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90233.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	SB-E	SPEEDLIGHT	UNIT		54pp,	fully	illustrated.		$18.00	#90045.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ROLLEI	35	LED	CAMERA		44pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90384.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	22-55mm	f/4.0-f/5.6	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1998		74pp,
fully	illustrated.	Includes	complete	exploded	views,	schematics,	parts	listing,	full	service	and	repair	information.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual;	text	in	English	and	German.	Includes	post-1987	updates	with	revised	schematics,	exploded	views,	modification	notes.	Includes	extensive	information	on	the	Models	I	and	II,	with	updates
on	the	Models	III	and	IV.	Includes	Prontormat-S,	Prontor-Matic,	Prontor-Lux,	Prontor-Mator	Reprint	of	the	factory	original;	exploded	views,	service	and	adjustment	instructions,	complete	illustrated	parts	listings.	Complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	circuit	schematics.		$15.00	#90573.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	DURST	LABORATOR	900	SERVICING
INSTRUCTIONS		20	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".	1976		National	Camera	Technical	Training	Division.	#90346.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	20mm	f/3.5,	20mm	f/3.5	Ai	NIKKOR	LENSES	(1973-1977)		40	pages,	fully	illustrated.	1977		243pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated,	spiral	bound.	Includes	exploded	views,	case	assemblies,	schematics,	repair	and
adjustment.	They	are	the	best	publications	available,	but	we	cannot	assume	responsibility	for	your	success	or	failure	using	them,	nor	for	the	sometimes-required	special	tools.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual	on	these	two	cameras.	Complete	service	instructions,	illustrations	and	parts	list	for	this	classic	1950's	compact	folding
camera.		$25.00	#90419.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CHINON	CE-4s,	CE-4	SLR	CAMERAS		90pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2X11".		$25.00	#90206.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	RANGEFINDER	CAMERAS	MODELS	S,	S-2,	1955		60pp,	fully	illustrated.	This	is	a	reprint	of	the	National	Camera	repair	manual;	concentrates	on	large,	detailed	photographs,	with
accompanying	text	for	complete	disassembly	and	service	information.		$20.00	#90221.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	MOTOR	DRIVE	MD-E		72pp,	fully	illustrated.	Exploded	views,	parts	list,	service	instruction.	Complete	function	descriptions,	illustrated	dis-assembly,	testing	and	adjustment,	electrical	and	schematics.	Quality	reprint	from	Graflex
originals;	a	compilation	of	parts	and	service	manuals	on	both	the	knob	and	lever	advance	roll	holders;	Model	II	roll	holders;	70mm	roll	holder;	and	Grafmatics	4x5	and	2x3.	Illustrations	are	detailed;	includes	parts	listings	in	German.	Complete	exploded	views,	troubleshooting	guide,	mechanical	and	electrical	adjustment	and	repair.		$18.00	Also
available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader,	#90279	,	at	$11.95	#90443.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	FILMOSOUND	MAGNETIC	SOUND	SUPER	8	PROJECTOR,	1975		Designs	1733,	1742,	1744.	Full	exploded	views,	parts	listings,	service	and	repair	information.	THANK-YOU	FOR	YOUR	PATIENCE	AS	I	LEARN	WHERE
EVERYTHING	IS	LOCATED!	HOME	PAGE	E-MAIL	INFORMATION	BOOTH	Terms	of	Sale/Ordering/Peace	of	Mind	Meet	the	Boss	Detailed	Site	Index	NOW	LOOK	INSTRUCTION	MANUALS	PHOTOGRAPHIC	LITERATURE	Branded	Literature	A	to	Z	Hove	Magic	Lantern	Guides	Reprinted	Repair	Manuals	New	and	Reprinted	Reference	Books	Reprinted
Photo	Catalogs	The	Daguerreian	Era	British	Journal	of	Photography	1920-1939	PHOTOGRAPHIC	IMAGES	Daguerreotypes,	Ambrotypes	&	Cases	19th	and	20th	Century	Images	Signed	Political	CDV's,	c.	The	Colorflex	was	also	known	as	the	Agfaflex	I	in	the	U.S.;	the	Ambiflex	was	also	marketed	as	the	Agfaflex	IV.	Exploded	views,	parts	listing,	repair.
	$30.00Also	available	on	CD	(requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader),	#90794,	at	$19.95.		$20.00	#90116.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	AUTOCORD	CDS-III	CAMERA		24pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	repair	manual	from	Honeywell	on	this	series	of	35mm	slide	projectors.		$20.00	#90686.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FAIRCHILD	70
SERIES	MOVIEPAK	PROJECTORS,	c.1972			156	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	the	Revere-Wollensak	division	of	3M	Co.	Manual	covers	the	Revere	P-777	and	AZ-777;	and	Wollensak	P-715	and	AZ-715	8mm	movie	projectors.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90780	,	at	$19.95
#90039.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	FE2	CAMERA,	1983		210pp,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	No	specific	dis-assembly	information,	but	a	lot	of	valuable	material	not	available	elsewhere,	plus	the	20-page	parts	manual.	$18.00	#90389.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	EKTASOUND	235/	245	MOVIE	PROJECTORS,	1973		56pp,	fully



illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Petri	on	this	compact	35mm	camera.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manuals	on	these	three	35mm	SLR	cameras.	Full	exploded	views,	circuits,	etc.;	detailed	service	and	repair	information.		$25.00	#90386.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	SPEEDLITE	380-EX,	1995		106pp,	fully	illustrated.
	$25.00	#90145.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	OLYMPUS	OM-77	CAMERA	(OM-707)		Approx.	This	unit	included	a	16mm	projector	with	a	built-in	video	camera,	for	converting	from	film	to	video	image.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	full	service	and	parts	manuals	for	this	magnetic-optical	quality	sound	projector	from	Kodak.	Complete	parts	and	service	manual
covering	this	piece	of	equipment.	You	basically	play	against	yourself,	with	the	computer	as	the	dealer.		$15.00	#90170.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	XR-1	CAMERA	(SEARS	KS-1000)		40pp,	fully	illustrated.	Full	service	and	repair	information,	testing,	exploded	views,	parts	lists.		$18.00	#90051.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	LEICA	IIIf	CAMERA		133pp,	fully
illustrated.	Valuable	source.	$40.00.	325pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90663.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	SB-2,	SB-3	SPEEDLIGHT	UNITS,	1974		40pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Reprint	of	the	original	Polaroid	factory	repair	manual,	1970.		$20.00	#90218.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	NIKONOS	IV-A	CAMERA		180pp,	fully
illustrated.	This	manual	is	specific	to	the	4x5"	Pacemaker	Crown	and	Speed	Graphic	cameras	with	the	Graphic	Rangefinder,	manufactured	after	1955.	Includes	operating	instructions,	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	full	service	and	repair	information.	Exploded	views,	parts	listing,	schematics,	full	service	and	repair	information.	Electronic	checking,	etc.
Complete	exploded	views,	operation	desription,	complete	repair	and	adjustment	information.	Repair	manual	and	parts	list	for	this	Nikon	accessory	for	the	F2S	and	F2SB	Photomic.		$18.00	#90378.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	DESIGN	456	SERIES	DUAL	8mm	PROJECTORS,	1969		46pp,	fully	illustrated.	I	also	offer	hundreds	of	original
repair	manuals	in	dozens	of	brands	of	photographic	equipment.	Covers	the	Nikkor	28mm	f/2.8	lens	and	the	28mm	f/2.8	Ai	version.	30pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Excellent	reference,	very	complete.		$40.00	#90177.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	OLYMPUS	OM-2S	(PROGRAM)	CAMERA		240pp,	fully	illustrated.	1977		122pp,	fully	illustrated.	Play	continues
with	the	remaining	cards,	and	the	goal	of	reaching	13	each	time	in	order	to	continue.	#90671.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	LEICA	FOCOMAT	IIC	ENLARGER,	1973-1978		134	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$20.00	#90561.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	SUNPAK	AUTO	ZOOM	511/	3400	FLASH	UNITS		32pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated,	spiral
bound	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Sunpak	factory	service	manual	on	this	flash.		$10.00	#90637.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	T50	CAMERA		128	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Canon	original.		$25.00	#90151.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MIRANDA	SENSOREX	CAMERA		92pp,	fully	illustrated.	Original
illustrations	were	photographs,	and	dark;	reproduction	is	adequate	but	not	all	that	we	might	hope	for.	Written	by	S.L.	Love,	this	manual	is	an	in-depth	guide	to	servicing	and	adjusting	this	winding	system,	probably	the	most	complicated	of	the	TLR's.	Complete	exploded	views,	parts	lists,	full	service	and	repair	information.	Complete	exploded	views,
parts	listing,	full	service	information.	Includes	exploded	views,	parts	list,	complete	service	and	repair	information.	Complete	specifications	for	Compur	shutters	to	the	mid-1960's.		$20.00	#90306.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	100mm	f/2	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1991		60pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90173.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HASSELBLAD
500C,	500C/M,	SUPER	WIDE	C,	1959-1971		100pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90684.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	58mm	f/1.2AiS	NOCT-NIKKOR	LENS,	1982			32	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Reprint	of	the	original	Bell	&	Howell	service	manual	on	this	single	lens	reflex.	This	unit	included	a	35mm	projector	with	a	built-in	video
camera,	for	converting	from	film	to	video	image.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Canon	factory	original	service	manuals	on	these	two	models.		$20.00	#90782.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	AUTO	8P	TRIOSCOPE	PROJECTOR,	c.		$25.00	#90616.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	TOWER	9280A/	9282AY	8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTORS,	1962		24pp,	fully	illustrated.
Includes	basic	operation,	maintenance,	adjustment,	alignment	and	repair.	Valuable	source.	$35.00.		$20.00	#90272.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	35mm	f/2.8	PC-NIKKOR	LENS,	1976,	1980		42	pages,	fully	illustrated.	The	200-AF	is	a	stripped	down	version	of	the	230-AF.	You	click	on	the	link	supplied	and	you	can	enter	your	credit	card	information.	Not	for
the	faint	of	heart;	dis-assembly	and	re-assembly	is	mostly	"by	the	numbers."	$20.00.		$20.00	#90311.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	300mm	f/4	L-IS	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1997		118pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90238.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ZEISS	IKONETTE	24x36	CAMERA,	1959		26pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free
Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90715	,	at	$16.95	#90069.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ZEISS	CONTAFLEX	I,	II,	III,	IV	CAMERAS		175pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual.		$20.00	#90215.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	XL-440/	XL-660/	XL-225	SOUND	SUPER	8	MOVIE	CAMERAS,	1976		176	pages,	fully	illustrated;	faithful	reprint
of	the	original	factory	manual.	All	are	GBC	(spiral)	bound	for	easy	use.	Includes	the	D5500	chassis;	Auto	CLS	Dichroic	Lamphouse;	Auto	CLS	Controller	II;	Auto	CLS	Controller;	and	Auto	CLS	Translator/Contoller.		$20.00	#90555.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HONEYWELL	STROBONAR	710/780	ELECTRONIC	FLASHES,	1974		76	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-
1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	The	G-617	model	is	included	since	it	was	apparently	based	on	a	"pair"	of	GW-690	cameras.	Includes	operation	of	both	models,	as	well	as	internal	views,	parts	listing,	adjustment,	repair	and	service	information.	Includes	exploded	views,	parts	lists,	wiring	diagrams;	full	repair	and	adjustment	information.		$25.00Also	available	on
CD	(requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader),	#90776,	at	$16.95.	Full	exploded	views,	complete	service	and	repair	information,	parts	listing.	Covers	models	70-07,	70-10,	70-20,	70-21,	70-31,	70-41.	Complete	dis-assembly,	repair,	service	and	re-assembly	procedures,	with	exploded	views.		$30.00	#90530.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	SINGER	16MM
PROJECTORS	1000	SERIES,	1979		162	pages,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Yashica	original	service	manual	and	assembly	chart.		$30.00	#90190.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELECTRONIC	TROUBLESHOOTING	THE	NIKON	N2020		36pp,	8-1/2x11".		$25.00	#90549.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EIKI	RST/	RT/	RM	SERIES	16mm
PROJECTORS,	c.	Exploded	views,	parts	listing,	schematics	and	circuit	diagrams,	complete	service	and	adjustment	information.		$15.00	#90122.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	POLAROID	100-200-300	SERIES	PACK	CAMERAS		Approx.		$20.00	#90453.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	SPEEDLITE	300-EZ/	420-EZ/	430-EZ,	c.		$20.00	#90610.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	ELMO	16-AL	16mm	OPTICAL/MAGNETIC	PROJECTOR		184	pages,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	General	Ephemera	Photo-Related	Playing	Cards	Kodak	Collector	Pins	&	Things	Nikon	Collector	Pins	&	Things	Other	Photo	Pins	&	Things	AND	HERE'S	THE	3-D	STUFF	3-D	Equipment	3-D	Literature	Stereo	Views	New	3-D	Specialties	Tru-Vue	View-
Master	Nishika	3-D	Camera	Special!	+	a	new	packaged	outfit	Special!	FREE	RESEARCH/REFERENCE	Kodak	Bellows	By	Part	Number	Dating	Your	Rolleicord	Dating	Your	f/3.5	Rolleiflex	Dating	Your	f/2.8	Rolleiflex	Dating	Later	Graflex	Cameras	Dating	Some	Zeiss	Lenses	Identifying	Bronica	Models	Who	Made	Your	Tower	Camera	Folksy	Deardorf
History	Uncle	Sam	Prices	Your	Used	Camera,	1942	Basic	Computer	Lesson(Humor)	Funny	is	Everywhere(Photos)	Dealers	Beware!	An	internet	scam	with	a	delayed	reaction	Reprinted	Camera	Repair	Books	These	references	are	complete	reprints	from	originals	designed	to	guide	professional	photo	technicians.	Also	includes	ecectrical	schematic.
	$30.00	#90499.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	ELMO	TRANSVIDEO	TRV-S8/	R8	PROJECTORS,	1986		124pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	If	you	own	one	of	these	old	classics,	or	just	want	to	practice.	Exploded	views	serve	as	a	guide.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Paillard	original	service	manual	on	this	projector,	with	supplied	updates/revisions	into	1974.	8-
1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	$25.00	#90021.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	F-1	CAMERA	(Old	Style),	1970		140pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	Bell	&	Howell	service	manual	on	these	16mm	automatic	threading	projectors.	Full	exploded	views,	circuitry	diagrams,	full	mechanical	and	electrical	adjustment	and	service.	Reprint	of	the	original	Nikon
factory	service	manual	on	this	motor	winder.	Can	also	be	used	to	service	the	RE	Super.	Also	available	on	CD	(requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader),	#90754,	at	$12.95.	A	unique	compilation	from	factory	original	literature	on	26	Minolta	MC	Rokkor	lenses	from	17mm	to	300mm	and	two	zoom	lenses.		$20.00	#90310.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	75-
300mm	f/4.0-f/5.6	IS	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1995		142pp,	fully	illustrated.		$18.00	#90760.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NORD	AUTOMATIC	SLR	CAMERAS	MODELS	I	and	II,	c.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Chinon	factory	service	manual	on	this	self-contained	Super/Single	8mm	projector.		$40.00	#90541.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	MINOLTA
MAXXUM	7xi/	MAXXUM	700si	CAMERAS		328pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	schematics,	exploded	views,	parts	listing;	complete	service	and	adjustment	information.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90704	,	at	$24.95	#90515.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FUJICA	P-2	SINGLE	8	MOVIE	CAMERA		72	pages,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	100pp,	fully	illustrated.
Includes	complete	exploded	views,	schematics,	repair	and	adjustment	information.	Reprint	of	the	original	Omega	factory	service	manual	on	this	lamphouse	system.	Repair	manual	and	parts	list	for	this	magazine	back	for	the	MD-1	motor	drive	for	the	Nikon	F.		$20.00	#90416.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA/KYOCERA	CONTAX	T	CAMERA,	T-14
AUTO	FLASH		66pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".	NO	SERVICE	INFORMATION,	but	some	solutions	will	be	self-evident	from	the	exploded	views.	#90452.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	TELEX	CARAMATE	SERIES	3300	PROJECTORS,	1985		Approx.	122	pages,	fully	illustrated;	5-1/2x8-1/2".		$15.00	#90113.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	GAF	L-CM,	L-CS,	L-ES;	SEARS
2000	ES	SLR	CAMERAS		Approx.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manual.	Detailed	exploded	assembly	views	of	every	lens;	detailed	dis-assembly,	service,	and	re-assembly	on	the	16mm,	24mm,	28mm,	35mm,	50mm,	100mm	macro,	300mm,	and	100-200mm	zoom.	Covers	the	3320,	3330,	3340	and	3350	(and	international	models	3324,	3326J,
3334,	3336J,	3344,	3346J,	3354,	3356J).	This	was	the	last	quality	"system"	camera	from	Topcon.		$25.00	#90037.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	F	CAMERA	c.	Each	shutter	illustrated;	description	of	parts,	instructions	for	cleaning	and	repairing.	Revised	to	include	faithful	reprints	of	the	original	c.	Exploded	views,	parts	lists,	tools,	full	service	and
repair	information.	$40.00	#90148.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KONICA	AUTO	S-3/	C-35-FD	CAMERAS		100pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Ricoh	factory	original	repair	manual	on	this	camera.	Reprinted	from	original	Canon	factory	manuals,	this	is	a	compilation	of	the	variety	of	Canonet	models;	includes	Canonet	1,	2	and	3	(1962);	the	New
Canonet	28	(1972);	the	Canonet	QL	17,	19	and	25	(1971);	and	the	G-III	17,	19	(1972).	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90712	,	at	$16.95	#90085.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	AUTO	WINDER	D/	AUTO	WINDER	G		74pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	Fuji	factory	service	manual	on	these	models.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory
manual	on	these	high-quality	sound	projectors.	1863-1865	Quality	Cartes-de-Visite	Edward	S.	170pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90341.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	OLYMPUS	OM-SYSTEM	WINDER	2		44pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90805.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	NIKKOR	500mm	f/4P	IF	ED	LENS,	1988		40	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Covers	the	3120,
3130,	3134,	3230,	3260,	and	3224	models.	Valuable	source;	when	originally	published	by	C&C	Associates,	this	guide	sold	for	$39.00.	110pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	70-15,	70-15MP,	70-25,	70-25MP	sound	projectors,	and	70-0	silent	projector.	1971	original.		$15.00	#90805.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	Nikon	Nikkor	300mm	f/2.8	IF	ED	AiS	Lens,
1982/1988		98	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Repair	manual	and	parts	list	for	this	back	for	the	F-3.	Includes	15mm,	21mm,	24mm,	28mm,	50mm	(f/1.7.	f/1.8,	f/1.4),	57mm,	135mm,	35-70mm	(f/3.5,	f/4),	45-100mm,	70-150mm,	80-200mm.	Reprint	of	the	original	Polaroid	factory	repair	manual	on	this	popular	instant	camera.	Includes	exploded	views,	parts	list,
full	service	and	repair	information.	Reprint	of	the	original	Zeiss	factory	service	manual	on	these	three	models.		$30.00	#90335.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	EOS	650/620	TROUBLESHOOTING	GUIDE,	1990		20pp,	fully	illus.;	8-1/2x11".	Includes	disassembly,	reassembly,	adjustment,	calibration;	circuit	descriptions	and	schematics.		$18.00
#90280.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	TDC	SLIDE	PROJECTORS,	TABLE	VIEWERS,	SLIDE	CHANGER,	1956		46pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90458.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELMO	TRANSVIDEO	TRV-16	PROJECTOR,	1986		Approximately	110pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Covers	models	815A,	820A,	825A,	830A,	840A,	850A.	This	camera	was	also	made	by
Ricoh	as	the	Sears	KS-500.		$35.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90724	,	at	$22.95	#90251.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	GAF	L-17	SINGLE	LENS	REFLEX	CAMERA,	1973		36pp,	fully	illustrated.	High-quality	reprint	of	the	Canon	factory	original	guide.		$20.00	#90787.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CHINON	CP-7M	MULTI-PROGRAM	CAMERA,	1986		80pp,	fully
illustrated.		$10.00	#90224.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	AE-1	PROGRAM	CAMERA		62	pages,	fully	illustrated.	EX;	spiral	bound.	#90031.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	LEICAFLEX	CAMERA		136pp,	fully	illustrated.	Complete	exploded	views,	parts	lists,	schematics,	tech	updates,	full	service	and	repair	information.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual
from	Canon	on	these	two	lenses.	Exploded	views,	parts	listing,	full	service	and	repair	information.		$25.00	#90316.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	500mm	f/4.5L	CANON	LENS,	1992		60pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90758	,	at	$12.95.		$20.00	#90380.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	70-HR
MOVIE	CAMERA,	1968	(DEPARTMENT	OF	THE	ARMY)		Military	Technical	Manual	TM	11-6780-224-15.		$15.00	#90490.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELECTRONIC	TROUBLESHOOTING	THE	CANON	A-1,	1983		22pp,	8-1/2x11".	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Honeywell	original	service	manual	on	these	outstanding	slave	strobes.		$20.00	#90248.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	NIKON	MOTOR	DRIVE	MD-14,	1982		62pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90273.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	105mm	f/4	MICRO-NIKKOR	LENS,	1975,	1977		75	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	Elecronic	1,	3,	and	5	models,	as	well	as	the	00-X	and	"m"	series.	Reprint	of	the	original	Eumig	factory	service	manual	on	these	projectors.	Faithful	reprint	of
the	Pentax	original	factory	repair	book.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manual	on	this	projector.		$25.00	#90174.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FUJI	GS-645/	GS-645-W/	GS-645-S	CAMERAS		238pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	Voigtlander	factory	service	information	on	these	cameras.	Detailed	service,	repair	and	adjustment,	including
schematics,	exploded	views.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Canon	on	these	cameras.		$30.00	#90197.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	GRAFLEX	ROLL	HOLDERS,	GRAFMATIC	HOLDERS		86pp,	fully	illustrated.	Craig	died	on	Friday	February	25,	2011.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual;	includes	exploded	views,	schematics,	full
service	and	repair	information.		$15.00	#90289.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	13mm	f/5.6,	13mm	f/5.6	Ai	NIKKOR	LENSES	(1976-1977)		66	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90019.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	7-S	RANGEFINDER	CAMERA		42	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".	Includes	disassembly;	flash	synch,	reassembly;	timing	and	shutter	speeds;
adjusting	rangefinder;	contact	cam	adjustments,	etc.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original.	Exploded	views,	service	information,	as	well	as	parts	list.	Also	includes	exploded	views	of	the	120	Roll	Holder,	220	Roll	Holder,	and	Focusing	Hood.		$10.00	#90488.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	AE-1	CAMERA,	1980		118	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$10.00
#90060.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	FE	CAMERA		190pp,	fully	illustrated.	#90094.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	DP-11	PHOTOMIC	FINDER,	1977		52pp,	fully	illustrated.		$18.00	#90270.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	SB-16	SPEEDLIGHT	UNIT		126pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90212.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BRAUN	F900	PROFESSIONAL
FLASH,	1975			90	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Identified	as	"Adjustments	and	Replacements"	for	these	two	overhead	projectors.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Petri	on	these	35mm	rangefinder	camera.		$25.00	#90551.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BEAULIEU	5008S	SUPER	8mm	MOVIE	CAMERA,	c.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from
Minolta	on	these	two	cameras.	This	camera	was	also	made	by	Ricoh	as	the	Sears	KS-1,	and	as	the	Focal	TLR.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	the	Nikon	original	manuals	on	this	lens	in	both	the	Ai	and	non-Ai	configuration.	A	compilation	of	the	parts	and	service	manuals	on	the	full	line	of	Kodak	Carousel	projectors	from	the	1960's	and	1970's.	Includes	service
information	on	AE	Penta	Prism	Finder;	does	NOT	include	information	on	normal	lens.	125pp,	fully	illustrated.	Full	exploded	views.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Canon	factory	original	manual,	detailing	mechanical	and	electrical	repairs	and	service	for	this	series	of	EOS	cameras.	Comprehensive	reprint	of	the	parts	and	service	manuals	on	the	entire	line	of
Kodak	shutters	at	the	time:	Dakon,	Flash	Dakon	and	Diomatic,	Flash	200,	Kodon,	Kodamatic,	Flash	Supermatic	with	various	lenses	(and	Medalist	II),	Graphic	Flash	Supermatic,	Supermatic	(X),	Synchro	300,	Synchro-Rapid	800.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	book.	1975		142	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90179.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	RICOH	XR-S	CAMERA		52pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	manual	on	this	series	of	high-quality	16mm	sound	projectors.	Complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	service,	repair	and	adjustment	information.		$25.00	#90330.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KALART	75-15,	75-25	16mm	SOUND	PROJECTORS		56pp,	fully
illustrated.	Exploded	views,	schematics	and	circuit	diagrams,	complete	service	and	adjustment	information.	Repair	manual	and	parts	list	for	this	back	for	the	FE	and	FM	cameras.	A	combinaton	of	service	manuals	from	various	time	periods;	Hasselblad	relies	extensively	on	exploded	views	for	self-explanatory	service,	so	actual	repair	text	is	minimal.
215pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustated.	Our	founder	John	S.	Exploded	views,	service	information.	90pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	variations;	full	service	and	exploded	views.	A	compilation	of	assembly	charts	(exploded	views)	of	the	models	in	this	series:	Elecro	35,	35-CC,	35-FC,	35-G,	35-GL,	35-GS,	35-GSN,	35-GT,	35-MC;	also	includes	factory	service
information	on	the	electronic	system	of	the	camera.		$25.00	#90040.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	FM2	CAMERA		126pp,	fully	illustrated.	I	ask	that	you	be	patient	with	me	as	John	refused	to	teach	me	to	run	the	business	and	this	will	be	trial	and	error	for	me.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	on	this	projector,	with	supplemental	material
for	the	1568B.		$18.00	#90682.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	15mm	f/3.5Ai;	15mm	f/3.5AiS	NIKKOR	LENSES,	1978-1981			66	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$20.00	#90600.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	COOLPIX	3700	CAMERA		84	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$25.00	#90556.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	HONEYWELL	STROBONAR	882	ELECTRONIC	FLASH,	1972		84	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Reprint	of	the	original	Nikon	factory	service	manual	on	this	motor	drive	for	the	Nikon	F	camera.	Includes	removal	of	enlarger	head,	replacing	counterweight	spring,	brake	spring,	driving	pinion,	locking	knob,	bushings,	bellows.
Joyce	Krutick	Craig	(Ret.)	at	craigcamera@outlook.com	or	at	our	post	office	box	PO	1637	Torrington,	CT.If	you	wish	to	pay	with	a	credit	card	I	will	send	you	a	PayPal	invoice.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	and	parts	manual	from	Kodak,	originally	dated	1947.		$20.00	#90527.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA/KYOCERA	CONTAX	T-2	CAMERA		166pp,
fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".	Exploded	views,	parts	listing,	full	service	and	overhaul	information.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	service	manual	on	these	projectors.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	military	manual	on	this	aerial	camera;	includes	both	operating	instructions	as	well	as	complete	service	and	maintenance.	1974		450pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00
#90662.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	KODAK	PAGEANT	MK-4	SOUND	PROJECTOR	1957-1958		96	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$20.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90723	,	at	$12.95	#90149.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KONICA	TC-X	CAMERA		216pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manual	on	this	series;
includes	LX30,	MX43,	MX45,	MX60,	QX80,	QX95.	NOTE:	Also	requires	manual	for	XR-2S,	my	#90132).		$25.00	#90582.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HONEYWELL	PERMACAD	POWER	PAK	and	CHARGER,	1974		54	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Some	service,	however,	will	be	self-explanatory	from	the	diagrams.		$25.00
#90245.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HONEYWELL	STROBONAR	800/880	ELECTRONIC	FLASH,	1968		44pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90258.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	200-600mm	f/9.5	ZOOM	NIKKOR	LENS,	1975		36	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$30.00	#90109.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FUJI	GW-690-III/GSW-690-III	PROFESSIONAL	CAMERAS		114pp,	fully
illustrated.	Also	includes	some	updates.	Superb	reference	to	this	camera.	Also	includes	supplement	on	the	400	series.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manuals	on	these	two	highly	collectible	rangefinder	cameras.	Reprint	of	the	original	Nikon	factory	service	manual	on	this	early	Nikon	35mm	SLR	camera.	Also	includes	Crystasound	schematics.	8-
1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	$50.00.	Covers	models	AAP-100,	-200,	-300.	Approximately	40pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90711	,	at	$19.95	#90502.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	MAMIYA	M645	SUPER	CAMERA,	1985		275pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".	180pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustated.		$10.00	#90284.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	CANON	WIRELESS	CONTROLLER	LC-3	TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER,	1994		46pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	service	and	repair		$18.00	#90411.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	DESIGN	256	8mm	PROJECTOR,	1963		Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual.		$30.00	#90457.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	ELMO	16-CL	16mm	SOUND	PROJECTOR,	1976		Approximately	100pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.		$20.00.	While	the	games	are	free,	most	have	ads	that	pop	up	during	play.PyramidPyramid	is	another	free	option.		$18.00	#90017.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	INTER-LENS	SHUTTERS	(1917)		40pp.	Provides	fairly	complete	service	information	on
this	camera,	and	should	be	valuable	as	well	for	other	models.	Includes	installaion	of	Kalart	rangefinders	on	a	variety	of	cameras,	as	well	as	service	and	adjustment.		$25.00	#90545.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	Bell	&	Howell	Filmosound	Projector	Design	552,	1962		Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Bell	&	Howell	repair	manual;	includes	30-page	service
and	repair	manual;	and	40-page	parts	manual	with	complete	exploded	views.		$25.00	#90553.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HONEYWELL	STROBONAR	782/892	ELECTRONIC	FLASHES,	1974		96	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Graflex	service	information	on	all	three	sizes	of	these	cameras;	2-1/4x3-1/4,	3-
1/4x4-1/4,	and	4x5.	Illustrations	are	almost	identical	to	our	other	Compur	reprint,	but	text	is	expanded	by	Honeywell	technicians,	with	more	service	information	on	the	Rollei	Compur	shutters.	Valuable	source.	$40.00	#90365.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	MINOLTA	MAXXUM	3000i	CAMERA		Approx.		$20.00	#90225.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH
MIRAI	ZOOM	3	CAMERA		80pp,	fully	illustrated.	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	$30.00	#90393.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	B&H	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTORS	1575C,	2575C,	2580C	(1986)		72pp,	fully	illustrated.	Does	not	include	any	service	information	on	lens.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90700	,	at	$21.95	#90546.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	MINOLTA
MAXXUM	XI	ZOOM	LENSES		162	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$25.00	#90136.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	OLYMPUS	XA	CAMERA		114pp,	fully	illustrated.	Complete	schematics,	exploded	views,	full	service	and	repair	information.		$25.00	#90599.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	EIKI	SSL/	ESL	SERIES	16mm	SOUND	PROJECTORS,
1985		166pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$20.00	#90404.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ROLLEIFLEX	VIEWING	AND	FOCUSING	SYSTEMS,	1974		40	pages,	fully	illustrated;	5-1/4x8-1/2".	1969+		116pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90032.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	LEICA	IIIg	CAMERA		86pp,	fully	illustrated.		$18.00	#90277.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	80-200mm	f/4.5	ZOOM	NIKKOR	AUTO	LENS,	1973/1976/1982		108	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90456.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELMO	GS-1200	SOUND	PROJECTOR		186pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Presented	in	Paillard's	typical	convoluted	sequence.	Complete	dis-assembly,	repair,	service	and	re-assembly	procedures,	with	exploded
views,	circuit	diagrams.	130pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Complete	exploded	views,	full	service	and	repair	information.		$25.00	#90246.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	SPECTRA	PROFESSIONAL,	UNIVERSAL,	COMBI-500	EXPOSURE	METERS,	1968		32pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90603.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	COOLPIX	2100	CAMERA		82	pages,
fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$40.00	#90210.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	NIKONOS	V	CAMERA		138pp,	fully	illustrated.	ASSUMES	dis-assembly,	re-assembly	and	most	adjustments	can	be	made	from	viewing	the	exploded	views.	$45.00.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Minolta	on	this	camera	model.	Faithful	reprint	of	the
original	service	manual	from	Canon	on	this	camera.	Exploded	views,	circuits,	complete	repair	and	adjustment	information.	1955		Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Minolta	on	the	sophisticated	electro	finder	as	well	as	the	non-metered	plain	finder.	It	ASSUMES	you	know	how	to
disassemble	the	camera	to	get	to	the	shutter.	$18.00	#90581.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	DEJUR	84F/	84Z	DUAL	8mm	PROJECTORS		44	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".	Reprint	of	the	original	Mamiya	factory	repair	manual	and	parts	manual	on	this	35mm	single	lens	reflex	camera.	Includes	troubleshooting	guide,	complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing,
service	and	repair	procedures.		$18.00	#90584.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	SEARS	9202/	9203	super	8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTORS,	1965		36pp,	fully	illustrated.		$35.00.	The	256-TR	was	based	on	the	126-TR;	this	manual	includes	the	service	and	parts	manuals	for	the	126-TR,	incuding	complete	exploded	views;	plus	complete	exploded	views	and	parts
listing	for	the	256-TR	and	supplemental	service	booklet	on	the	256-TR.	Reprint	of	the	original	Fuji	factory	service	manuals	on	these	models.		$15.00	#90004.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	55-200mm	f/4.5-f/5.6	ULTRASONIC	EF	LENS,	1998.	This	way,	you	can	take	your	games	with	you	when	you’re	away	from	your	computer.	This	camera	was	also
made	by	Ricoh	as	the	Sears	KS-1000.	Reprint	of	the	original	Konica	repair	manual	on	this	classic	press	camera.	Includes	Sawyer's	models	600,	700,	600A,	700A,	707Q,	707AQ;	Wards	666,	777Q,	777AQ;	and	Eaton	Optima	Superb.		$15.00	#90496.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	METZ	MECABLITZ	60CT4	ELECTRONIC	FLASH,	1986		56pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully
illustrated.	Includes	addended	section	on	troubleshooting.	Reprint	of	the	original	Konica	repair	manual	on	this	35mm	SLR	camera.		$20.00	#90604.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	COOLPIX	2200	CAMERA		88	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$25.00	#90685.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MAMIYA	1ES	SHUTTER	FOR	RZ	LENS			32	pages,
fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$18.00	#90402.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	DESIGN	346A/AX/AXB	SUPER	8	AUTOLOAD	PROJECTORS,	1966-1969		Quality	reprint	of	the	factory	service	manual.		$30.00.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Petri	on	this	35mm	compact	camera.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90753	,	at
$13.95	.	Exploded	views	and	full	service	information.		$20.00	#90071.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PENTAX	MX	CAMERA		44pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90291.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	35-105mm	f/4.5-5.6	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1992		64pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual	on	this	popular	Nikon	camera.
110pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustated.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	GAF	on	this	camera.		$10.00	#90056.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	XD/XD-7/XD-11	CAMERAS		Approx.		$20.00	#90586.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	SEARS	9200/	9201	DUAL	SPEED	8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTOR,	1965		34pp,	fully	illustrated.		$40.00
#90200.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELECTRONIC	TROUBLESHOOTING	THE	MINOLTA	MAXXUM	7000		30pp,	8-1/2x11".	Canon	does	note	that	a	specialized	Canon	computer	is	required	for	electronic	repairs	of	cameras.	Full	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	full	service	information;	plus	numerous	Kodak-issued	service	bulletins.	EX,	fine	reference.		$30.00
#90202.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	(EIKI)	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTORS	3585,	3592/AX	(1987)		135pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	available	on	CD	(requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader),	#90751,	at	$16.95.	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	$20.00	#90563.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	1620/1623	DUAL	8mm	PROJECTORS,	1973		Faithful
reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual;	52pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated,	spiral	bound.	We	have	included	a	number	of	lenses	in	this	one	reprint:	28mm	f/2.8;	35mm	f/3/5;	75-150mm	f/3.5;	100mm	f/2.8;	and	135mm	f/2.8.		$35.00	#90359.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	NIKKORMAT	2x2	SLIDE	PROJECTOR,	c.	Long	out	of	print.	$35.00
#90749.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	AGFA	COLORFLEX	3012	(I),	AMBIFLEX	3100	(II)	CAMERAS		84	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Covers	Rollei	35,	Rollei	B35,	Rollei	C35	cameras.		$20.00	#90137.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	MOTOR	DRIVE	MD-2,	1976		104pp,	fully	illustrated.	Complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	full	service	and	repair	information.
	$20.00	#90415.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA	FX-D	QUARTZ	CAMERA		32pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".	Exploded	views,	step	by	step	disassebly,	service	and	reassembly	instructions.		$25.00	#90185.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELECTRONIC	TROUBLESHOOTING	THE	CANON	T-50		16pp,	8-1/2x11".		$18.00	#90376.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&
HOWELL	DESIGN	356/357	SUPER	8mm	PROJECTORS,	1969		40pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90392.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	INSTAMATIC	M80,	M85,	M95	MOVIE	PROJECTORS,	1967-1968		90pp,	fully	illustrated.	Full	service	and	repair	information;	exploded	views,	schematics,	etc.		$20.00	#90303.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	50mm	f/1.0L/
85mm	f/1.2L	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENSES,	1989		46pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	available	on	CD	(requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader),	#90750,	at	$11.95.	This	digital	version	of	the	card	game	handles	the	shuffling	and	dealing	of	the	cards	for	you.		$25.00	#90189.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELECTRONIC	TROUBLESHOOTING	THE	NIKON	FE-2		18pp,	8-
1/2x11".	Also	includes	service	instructions	for	lens.		$30.00	#90336.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	SURE	SHOT/	AF35MII	CAMERAS	TROUBLESHOOTING	GUIDE,	1990		20pp,	fully	illus.;	8-1/2x11".		$15.00	#90333.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PENTAX	645N	SINGLE	LENS	REFLEX	CAMERA		112pp,	fully	illustrated.	Since	many	parts	and	basic
construction	is	similar	to	the	Nikkormat	FTN,	Nikon	relied	on	the	FTN	manual	(my	#90036)	for	dis-assembly	and	re-assembly	instructions.	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manuals	on	these	two	cameras.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual	on	this	series	of	lenses.	Exploded	views,	dis-assembly
sequence	chart;	assembly	checking	for	adjustment;	after-repair	checking;	parts	listing.		$20.00	#90363.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	MAXXUM	FLASH	5200i		60pp,	fully	illustrated.		$18.00	#90350.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	STILL	PICTURE	CAMERA	SET	KS-6(1)	[70mm	COMBAT	GRAPHIC],	1956		118	pages,	fully	illustrated.	1954	Ampro	manual	on
the	Premier	series.		$15.00	#90632.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	(MAURER)	USAF	P-2	STRIKE	ATTACK	CAMERA;	USN	KB-10A	AERIAL	CAMERA,	1959		112pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated,	spiral	bound.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	manual	on	this	series	of	high-quality	sound	projectors.	Exploded	views,	service	and	adjustments.		$15.00
#90158.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PETRI	RACER	35mm	CAMERA		24pp,	fully	illustrated.	Some	dis-assembly	and	re-assembly	is	supposed	to	be	evident	from	exploded	views.	The	manuals	are	in	both	English	and	Japanese.		$10.00	#90175.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	CANONET	(Series)	SERVICE	MANUAL		348pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of
the	original	factory	service	and	parts	manual	on	this	series	of	overhead	projectors.	Complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	full	adjustment	and	service	information.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Yashica	original	service	manual	on	this	camera.	Reprint	of	the	original	Chinon	factory	service	manual	on	these	cameras.		$25.00	#90163.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	PATHE	ELECTRONIC	DUOLIGHT	16mm	and	DS-8	CINE	CAMERAS,	1974		46pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90205.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	MAXXUM	5000	CAMERA		Approx.	We	could	not	eliminate	a	lot	of	the	"background"	on	some	of	these,	but	they	are	still	eminently	readable.	Includes	both	the	standard	and	the	MS	lens.	Includes
exploded	views,	circuit	diagrams,	full	service	and	repair	information.	#90078.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ZEISS	CONTESSA	CAMERA,	1952		48pp,	fully	illustrated.	Complete	parts	and	service	manual	covering	the	F-1	Motor	Drive	Unit;	Film	Chamber	250;	Remote	Switch	MD;	Film	Loader	250;	Battery	Case	and	Battery	Connector.	Complete	illustrations,
service	information,	parts	listing.	1973		Approximately	80pp,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	#90519.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	3-M	OVERHEAD	PROJECTORS,	9000	SERIES	(1996)		130pp,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11".	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manual	on	this	series;	includes	456A,	456Z,	456X,	456XF,	456XP.		$15.00
#90127.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA	TWIN-LENS	REFLEX	CAMERAS--ASSEMBLY	CHARTS		Approx.	Full	schematics,	exploded	views,	parts,	service.		$15.00	#90220.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	SB-103	SPEEDLIGHT	UNIT		42pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90329.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CHINON	CE-3/	CM-3	CAMERAS,	PW-510	WINDER		84pp,
fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	factory	original;	exploded	views,	service	and	adjustment	instructions,	complete	illustrated	parts	listings.		$10.00	#90337.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	EOS	750/	850	CAMERAS	TROUBLESHOOTING	GUIDE,	1990		12pp,	fully	illus.;	8-1/2x11".		$18.00	#90366.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	80mm	f/2.8	AF	NIKKOR	LENS,	Ai-S,
1983		86	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Canon	on	this	camera.	It	should	be	considered	a	"supplement"	to	the	NST/NT	repair	manual,	since	it	only	covers	the	Xenon	lamp	assembly	in	detail.	Includes	operation	of	equipment,	as	well	as	complete	service	and	maintenance	information,	not	to	mention	demolition	and
destruction	requirements.		$40.00	#90141.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	OLYMPUS	OM-G	CAMERA		114pp,	fully	illustrated.		$10.00	#90154.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	X-700	CAMERA		Approx.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90713	,	at	$19.95	#90795.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	LEITZ	PRADOCIT	C,	CA	PROJECTORS,	1984			236	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-
1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Includes	several	pages	of	colored	lubrication	charts.	Also	includes	exploded	views	on	film	holder,	film	inserts,	Waist-Level	Finder	N,	AE	Prism	Finder	N,	Prism	Finder	N;	80mm,	55mm,	150mm	lenses;	Polaroid	Back	N,	Power	Drive	N.	Complete	illustrations,	service	information.		$15.00.	TM's	are	often	more	informative	than	the
usual	manufacturer's	service	manuals.	Excellent	reference.		$20.00	#90160.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	F-1	ACCESSORIES	(MOTOR),	c.		$20.00	#90034.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MAMIYA-SEKOR	1000/500	DTL	CAMERAS		66pp,	fully	illustrated.		$40.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90739	,	at	$25.95	#90134.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK
RETINA	REFLEX	CAMERAS,	1959-1965		200pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	covers	Models	1585ML,	1590B,	1592B,	1592C,	1592H,	1592BH.	Larger	books	and	multiple	orders	will	generally	be	shipped	ground	UPS.		$20.00	#90531.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	HI-MATIC	E	CAMERA		136	pages,	fully	ilustrated,	8-1/2x11".		$30.00	#90428.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	SLIDE	CUBE	PROJECTORS	(854,	856,	857,	859,	861),	1978		Alternately	listed	as	covering	models	CP40,	1000PS,	RC50,	RF60,	AF70,	3000PS.	Complete	parts	and	service	manual	for	these	two	compact	spring-wound	35mm	cameras.		$20.00	#90568.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	B&H	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTORS	1585A,	1590A,
1592A	(1977)		94pp,	fully	illustrated.	88pp,	fully	illus.;	reprint	of	the	original	manual	from	Canon	on	these	lenses.		$20.00	#90181.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PAKO	PAKONOMY	DRYERS	13/26/26M/26S/44,	1952-1975		86pp,	fully	illustrated.		$35.00	#90018.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	COMPUR	SHUTTERS,	c.		$25.00	#90265.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON
MOTOR	DRIVE	MD-1,	1972		48pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90126.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA	ELECTRO	35	CAMERAS--ASSEMBLY	CHARTS		Approx.		$20.00	#90800.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	KODAK	PAGEANT	SOUND	PROJECTOR	AV-12M6,	1972			122	pages,	fully	illustrated.	8-1/2x11".	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual	on
these	two	cameras.	EX;	scarce.	Exploded	views,	parts	list,	complete	repair	and	service	information.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Vivitar	original	service	manual	on	this	unit.		$15.00	#90532.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA/KYOCERA	CONTAX	645	CAMERA		176	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90487	,	at	$25.95
#90317.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	EKTAGRAPHIC	III	PROJECTORS,	c.	Includes	complete	service	and	repair	information,	as	well	as	exploded	views	and	parts	list.	Fine	reference	on	these	sound	cameras.	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	$20.00	#90552.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	1580	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTOR,	1976		68	pages,	8-1/2x11",
fully	illustrated,	spiral	bound.		$15.00	#90084.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	TOPCON	SUPER	DM	CAMERA,	1974		118pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90742	,	at	$12.95	#90292.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	28mm	f/1.8	CANON	ULTRASONIC	CANON	LENS,	1996		66pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of
the	original	service	manual	from	Minolta	on	this	flash.	Exploded	views,	dis-assembly	sequence;	assembly	checking	for	adjustment;	after-repair	checking;	parts	listing.	Also	available	on	CD	(requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader),	#90784,	at	$16.95.	1968		224pp,	fully	illustrated.	1973		100pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90110.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	PENTAX	6X7	SINGLE	LENS	REFLEX	CAMERA		145pp,	fully	illustrated.	1973		134pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Complete	illustrations,	service	information	and	parts	list.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Canon	on	this	electronic	flash.	etc.	Spiral	bound	for	ease	of	use.	$25.00	#90062.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PENTAX
ME/	ME	SUPER	CAMERAS		84pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90253.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	25-50mm	f/4	Ai	ZOOM	NIKKOR	LENS,	1979		28	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90262.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	28-45mm	f/4.5;	28-45mm	f/4.5	Ai	ZOOM	NIKKOR	LENSES,	1975-1977		60	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Superb	reference	for	anyone	interested	in	Rollei.
Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	booklet	on	this	enlarger.		$18.00	#90548.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	35mm	STEREO	CAMERA,	c.1955		36pp,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Minolta	on	these	cameras.	Does	NOT	include	service	instructions	for	problems	specific	to	the	meter	circuit.
	$30.00	#90064.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	OLYMPUS	OM-1/	OM-1N/	OM-1MD	CAMERAS		236	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90314.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	100mm	f/2.8	MACRO	CANON	LENS	(and	others),	1990		Also	covers	the	EF	70-210mm	f/3.5-f/4.5;	and	EF	100-300mm	f/4.5-f/5.6	Ultrasonic	lenses.		$15.00	#90107.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	GRAFLEX	CENTURY	GRAPHIC	CAMERA	(2-1/4X3-1/4")		16pp,	fully	illustrated.	60	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$30.00	#90529.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA/KYOCERA	CONTAX	TVS-III	CAMERA		98pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	on	these	35mm	cameras	from
Yashica/Kyocera.	Also	available	in	PDF	format	on	CD	(requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	reader),	#90806$13.95	#90771.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	AF	300mm	f/4	IF	NIKKOR	LENS,	AiS,	1987		32	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$30.00	#90088.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	XG-7/XG-2/XG-E	CAMERAS		Approx.	This	manual	pre-dates	the	military	designated
TM	11-2334.		$30.00	#90533.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA/	KYOCERA	270-AF,	230-AF	SUPER	CAMERAS		168	pages,	fully	illustrated.	40pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	Polaroid	factory	repair	manual.		$18.00	#90566.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	SEARS	9288A/	9289A	8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTORS,	1964		26pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00
#90631.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	LAFAYETTE	ANALYZER	PROJECTORS		Lafayette	Instrument	Co.,	Lafayette,	Inc.		$20.00Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90790	,	at	$12.95	#90299.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	28-105mm	f/3.5-f/4.5	CANON	ULTRASONIC	CANON	LENS,	1992		72pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	exploded
views,	schematics,	etc.	Valuable	source	document.	Includes	all	variations	on	the	camera.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manual	on	this	35mm	projector,	made	by	Ansco	and	marketed	both	as	the	Nikkormat	projector	as	well	as	the	Minolta	Autopak	projector.	This	is	NOT	a	full	service	manual	on	the	cameras;	it	is	basically	a	guide	for	trained
repair	personnel	to	troubleshoot	principally	electronic	problems	with	the	camera.		$40.00.		$25.00	#90315.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	80-200mm	f/2.8L;	20-35mm	f/2.8L	CANON	ZOOM	LENSES,	1989		80pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90112.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HONEYWELL	REPRONAR	805A/805,	1971		Approx.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory
manual.	Fine	reference.	Reprint	of	the	original	Konica	repair	manual	on	these	two	popular	cameras.	This	booklet	deals	specifically	with	the	Synchro-Compur	00-MXV	Wide	Reflex	shutter.		$20.00	#90176.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	DESIGN	70	16mm	CAMERAS	(-DA,	-DL,	-H,	-DR,	-HR),	1959		52pp,	fully	illustrated.	Detailed	drawings	of
camera	sections.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Minolta	on	these	camera	winders.	A	superb	reference,	not	often	available.	5-1/2x8-1/2".		$18.00	#90059.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MAMIYA	C-220	CAMERA		54pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	includes	parts	listings	for	most	other	Canon	rf	models,	and	detailed	exploded	views	of	VT,	VT	Deluxe,	VI-T,
VI-L,	Model	P,	and	Canon	lenses.	This	manual	covers	the	700	series,	800	series,	900	series,	900	Synchronous	series,	Model	930TV	and	900	Magnetic	series	of	Graflex	projectors	then	under	the	Singer	brand.	Basic	manual	is	dated	July,	1962,	with	a	1963	supplement,	and	additional	1968	revised	excploded	views	and	parts	list	for	the	F36	and	F250.
Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual	and	parts	list	for	this	Nikon	flash.		$35.00	#90182.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	SOUND	6000	Movie	Projector,	c.		$20.00	#90229.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	VOIGTLANDER	VITO	C/	VITO	CL/	VITO	CLR	CAMERAS,	c.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	GAF	on	these	camera	models.
	$15.00	#90171.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	SLX-500	CAMERA	(SEARS	500-MX)		32pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Chinon	factory	service	manual	on	this	single	lens	reflex	camera.		$20.00	#90275.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	SB-140	SPEEDLIGHT	UNIT		48pp,	fully	illustrated.	Kodak	issued	an	official	parts	manual	for	this
camera	with	exploded	views,	but	never	published	an	"official"	repair	manual--the	camera	was	only	serviced	at	the	factory.	Includes	complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	full	service	and	repair	information,	including	electrical	schematics.	Complete	service	manual;	includes	updates.	80pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	includes	modification	sheets	added	later.
	$40.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90744	,	at	$25.95	#90368.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FUJI	GW-690/	GSW-690/	G-617	PROFESSIONAL	CAMERAS		170pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	Nikon	service	manual	on	this	digital	camera.	I	SUGGEST	acquiring	both	manuals	for	a	complete	look	at	the
FT2.	$25.00	#90036.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	NIKKORMAT	FTn	CAMERA,	c.		$20.00	#90188.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELECTRONIC	TROUBLESHOOTING	THE	CANON	AE-1		16pp,	8-1/2x11".		$20.00	#90534.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA	DENTAL-EYE	3/	KYOCERA	MEDICAL-EYE	CAMERAS		115	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Exploded	views,	full
service	and	repair	information;	in	English,	German	and	French.		$40.00	#90198.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELECTRONIC	TROUBLESHOOTING	THE	MINOLTA	X-370	AND	X-570		24pp,	8-1/2x11".		$25.00	#90162.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	F-1	ACCESSORIES	(FINDERS),	c.		$35.00	#90217.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MAMIYA	NC-1000/	NC-1000S
CAMERAS,	and	CS	LENSES,	c.		$20.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader,	#90774	,	at	$12.95	#90446.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	FILMOSOUND	MAGNETIC	SOUND	SUPER	8	PROJECTOR,	1977		Designs	1731,	1733,	1742,	1744,	1745.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Chinon	factory	service	manual	on	this
movie	camera.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	on	this	camera.		$18.00	#90244.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HONEYWELL	STROBONAR	600/660	ELECTRONIC	FLASH,	1967		Approx.		$25.00Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90801	,	at	$16.95	#90625.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	KODAK	PAGEANT	SOUND	PROJECTOR	AV-256-TR,	1964		116
pages,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Honeywell	on	this	reproduction	unit.		$20.00	#90593.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	COOLPIX	4300	CAMERA		70	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Exploded	views,	parts	listing,	service	and	repair	on	the	(complete)	line	of	N-	and	UC-Hexanon	lenses	for	the	Konica
AutoReflex	cameras.		$25.00	#90209.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	NIKONOS	III	CAMERA		74pp,	fully	illustrated.	Some	illustrations	a	little	dark,	due	to	poor	originals,	but	fully	adequate.		$15.00	#90099.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	SINGLEX	TLS	CAMERA		32pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Ricoh	factory	service	manual	on	this
126	cartridge	single	lens	reflex	camera.	Detailed	service	and	repair	information.	Search	engine	cached	pages	are	probably	not	current.	Reprint	of	the	original	Nikon	factory	service	manual	on	this	single	lens	reflex	camera.		$18.00	#90232.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	SB-10	SPEEDLIGHT	UNIT,	1978		48pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the
factory	original	service/repair	manual	on	this	camera.		$20.00	#90223.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	LEICA	IIIf	CAMERA		78	pages,	fully	illustrated;	5-1/4x8-1/2".		$15.00	#90493.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA	107	MULTI	PROGAM	CAMERA,	c.		$18.00	#90150.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	NIKKOREX	AUTO-35	CAMERA		44pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00
#90539.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	24-85mm	F/3.5-F/4.5	ULTRASONIC	EF	LENS,	1996		82pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90369.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	50mm	f/1.4	Auto;	50mm	f/1.4;	50mm	f/1.4	Ai	NIKKOR	LENSES,	1973-1977		90	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90557.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HONEYWELL	STROBONAR	810/890	ELECTRONIC
FLASHES,	1974		72	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Detailed	troubleshooting,	service	and	repair;	includes	exploded	views,	parts	listings,	schematics.		$18.00	#90562.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	SUNPAK	AUTO	ZOOM	611/	5000	FLASH	UNITS		38pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated,	spiral	bound	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Sunpak	factory
service	manual	on	this	flash.	Valuable	source	for	an	outstanding	lens.	$20.00	#90543.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	VIVITAR	70-210mm	f/3.5	SERIES	I	MF	ZOOM	LENS	c.		$18.00	#90570.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	EIKI	EX-4000P	SERIES	16mm	SOUND	PROJECTORS,	1983		171pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Reprint	of	the	original	Nikon
factory	service	manual	on	this	series	of	Nikon	lenses.		$15.00	#90101.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	HI-COLOR	35	CAMERA		26pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90169.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ZEISS	CONTINA	Ia,	IIa,	III,	1955-1956		Approx.	1970		28	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	repair	manual	from	Honeywell.	Faithful	reprint	of
the	original	Canon	factory	repair	manual	on	this	camera.		$25.00	#90538.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	35mm	F/1.4L	ULTRASONIC	EF	LENS,	1998		86pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Nikon	original	factory	manual.		$20.00	#90387.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	SPEEDLITE	220-EX,	1996		72pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	the
Nikon	original	manuals	on	this	lens	in	both	the	Ai	and	AiS	configurations.		$30.00	#90104.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	XK/X-1/XM	CAMERAS		Approx.	Written	by	Larry	Lyells,	this	manual	covers	design	of	the	focusing	system,	adjusting	parallax,	optical	adjustments,	dis-assembly,	repair	of	the	focusing	system.	Reprint	of	the	original	service
manual	from	Minolta	on	these	compact	cameras	of	the	60's	and	70's.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manual	on	these	projectors.		$10.00	#90226.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	N6000	(F601)	CAMERA		Approx.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Minolta	on	this	popular	camera	of	the	60's	and	70's.		$20.00	#90302.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	EF	35-350mm	f/3.5-5.6L	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1993		98pp,	fully	illustrated.	60pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.			84pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90601.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	COOLPIX	5400	CAMERA		86	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90779,	at	$16.95	#90081.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	NIKON	MF-1	250	MAGAZINE	BACK,	1973		46pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	exploded	views,	schamatics,	parts	listing,	repair	and	adjustment	information.	120pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90574.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	DURST	LABORATOR	1200	SERVICING	INSTRUCTIONS		14	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".		$20.00	#90231.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	OLYMPUS	XA-4	MACRO/	XA-3	CAMERAS		124pp,	fully	illustrated.		$30.00	#90195.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	FM	CAMERA		124pp,	fully	illustrated.	The	game	uses	two	cards	coupled	together	and	adding	up	to	13	that	are	removed	from	the	deck	(like	a	six	and	a	seven	or	an	eight	and	a	five).	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90703	,	at
$19.95	#90506.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	EIKI	"N"	SERIES	16MM	SOUND	PROJECTORS,	1980		125pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Chinon	factory	service	manual	on	these	movie	cameras.	The	player	aims	to	get	rid	of	the	cards	in	the	quickest	way	with	the	fewest	moves.	Includes	full	exploded	views	and
parts	identification,	as	well	as	complete	dis-assembly,	re-assembly,	service	and	repair	information.	Supplemented	with	extensive	technical	service	bulletins.	Complete	set-up,	disassembly,	parts	replacement	and	service	information.		$25.00	#90260.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	50-135mm	f/3.5	AiS	ZOOM	NIKKOR	LENS		28	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Includes
complete	service	and	repair	manuals	on	both	models;	full	exploded	views,	schematics,	etc.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	manual	covering	the	MI-1305-1	and	MI-1313	projector-amplifiers,	and	MI-1306-1	loudspeaker	and	accessories.	Ansco/GAF	80,	88,	188,	333,	388,	1388,	1333,	1372,	1388,	2388,	488,	555,	588,	666,	788,	1488,	1555,	1564,	1588,
1688,	1788,	2488,	2588,	2688,	2788,	2500,	2600,	2700.	$30.00	#90283.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	GAF/SAWYER'S	ROTOMATIC	2x2	SLIDE	PROJECTORS,	1967		47pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	all	variations	on	cameras.		$20.00	#90290.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	SPEEDLITE	540-EZ,	1994		112pp,	fully	illustrated.	Full	service	information.	Repair
manual	and	parts	list	for	this	Nikon	accessory	for	the	F2AS	camera.	Most	calibration	requires	special	equipment.		$18.00	#90447.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTORS	(535,	540,	541,	542),	1969		Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	and	parts	manual;	approx.	#90718.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	18mm
f/4;	18mm	f/4Ai	NIKKOR	LENSES,	1974-1977nbsp;	74	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Complete	parts	and	service	manual	covering	these	professional	cine	cameras.	Also	includes	parts	listing.		$25.00	#90061.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PENTAX	SUPER	PROGRAM	CAMERA		70pp,	fully	illustrated.	1976		Nord	Photo	Engineering	Co.	92
pages,	fully	illustrated.		$18.00	#90381.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	DESIGN	466	DUAL	8mm	PROJECTOR,	1967		32pp,	fully	illustrated.		$30.00	#90630.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	EIKI	EX-3000N	XENON	PROJECTORS,	1984		80	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$18.00	#90259.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	360-1200mm	f/11
ZOOM	NIKKOR	LENS,	1976		38	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	US	Air	Force	Handbook	and	Overhaul	Instructions	for	this	camera,	1951.		$20.00	#90517.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA	(KYOCERA)	230AF,	200AF	CAMERAS		180	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	Zeiss	factory	service	manual	on	this	camera.	Not	for	the
faint	of	heart;	dis-assembly	and	re-assembly	"by	the	numbers."	Valuable	source.		$25.00	#90675.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA	ELECTRO	35FC	CAMERA		84	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Many	of	the	following	games	are	free	to	play	and	easy	to	use.The	Classic	GameThe	classic	game	of	solitaire	that	used	to	be	played	with	a	deck
of	cards	can	now	be	downloaded	for	Windows	10	on	your	computer	and	accessed	by	email.		$15.00	#90282.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	CHEVRON	CAMERA,	1955		30pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	full	exploded	views	and	parts	list	for	each	size	variation;	and	complete	repair	and	service	information	on	all	three	sizes.	260pp,	fully	illus.;	reprint	of	the
original	factory	service	manual.	Few	extra	notes	from	repairman;	GAF	supplements,	and	additional	pages	on	the	L-ES/2.	This	later	model	of	the	Contaflex	Super	is	similar	in	construction	in	many	ways	to	the	earlier	version.	#90385.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	PHOTURA/	EPOCA/	AUTOBOY	JET	CAMERAS,	1990		150pp,	fully	illustrated.	Still	a
useful	series	of	cameras.	Text	in	both	German	and	English.	Also	includes	44	additional	pages	of	tech	notes	on	meter	calibration	and	electronic	adjustments	not	included	in	the	original	publication.	Service/repair	information	ONLY	for	the	Magazine	70	back.	Repair	manual	and	parts	list	for	this	early	metered	prism.	1970		100pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00
#90172.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	XR-500/	KR-5	CAMERAS	(SEARS	KS-500)		40pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90427.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	COPAL	SQUARE-S	SHUTTER,	1970		This	is	a	high-quality	reprint	of	the	National	Camera-produced	repair	and	service	maunual	on	this	shutter,	popular	in	such	cameras	as	the	Nikon	Nikkormat.	Full
exploded	views	and	service	instructions.	Includes	28-page	illustrated	repair	manual	for	the	Nikon	F	camera	body;	and	82-page	illustrated	parts	list	for	the	camera	body	and	eye-level	prism	finder.	Includes	Models	600,	610,	620,	630,	640.	Full	exploded	views,	dis-assembly,	adjustment	and	repair,	re-assembly.		$25.00	#90133.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	CHINON	CM-4	CAMERA		38pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	Zeiss-Ikon	factory	manual.	Identified	as	Ikonette	(10.0011).	It	took	years	to	locate	an	original	from	which	to	produce	this	reprint.		$20.00	#90297.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	20mm	f/2.8	CANON	ULTRASONIC	CANON	LENS,	1992		66pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of
a	scarce	Compur	factory	original	service	manual	on	the	electronic	shutters	of	the	period.		$18.00.	Includes	exploded	views,	schematics,	full	service	information.		$18.00	#90766.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MAMIYA	ZE	and	ZE2	QUARTZ	CAMERAS,	c.		$35.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90736	,	at	$22.95	#90536.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	YASHICA/KYOCERA	CONTAX	G-1	CAMERA		170pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".	A	valuable	source,	considering	the	minuscule	size	of	the	Kardon	civilian	version	instructions;	and	the	only	service	manual	we	know	of	for	this	camera.	$25.00	#90117.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	35	CAMERA	WITH	RANGEFINDER		20pp,	fully	illustrated.
	$15.00	#90344.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA	FX-103	PROGRAM	CAMERA		67pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90295.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	24mm	f/1.4L	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1997		80pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	includes	special	tools	and	test	equipment	listing.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Ricoh	factory	original.		$30.00	#90128.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	NIKON	N2000	(F301)	CAMERA		Approx.		$15.00	#90138.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	DP-12	PHOTOMIC	FINDER	(FOR	F2AS	CAMERA),	1977		118pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90542.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	MINOLTA	MAXXUM	3xi/	MAXXUM	SPxi/	MAXXUM	500si/	MAXXUM	400si	CAMERAS		270pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes
complete	instruction	manuals	on	both	units,	along	with	maintenance,	adjustment,	full	service	and	repair	information;	schematics,	etc.		$20.00	#90592.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	COOLPIX	3500	CAMERA		62	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Includes	exploded	views,	dis-assembly	and	re-assemly	information,	and	repair	information.
Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manual	on	this	rear-screen,	self-contained	Super	8mm	sound	projector.	A	compilation	of	assembly	charts	(exploded	views)	of	the	models	in	this	series:	Yashica-A,	-D,	-E,	-635,	-Mat,	-Mat-LM,	-Mat-EM,	-Mat-124,	-Mat-124G,	-12,	-24,	-44,	44-LM.	Full	exploded	views,	repair	and	service	information.	Complete
service	and	repair,	as	well	as	exploded	views,	parts	listing.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual	on	this	camera.	A	compilation	of	the	parts	and	service	manuals	on	the	Ektagraphic	III	series	of	slide	projectors;	includes	Models	A,	KKA,	JA,	ATS,	JATS,	AM,	AMT,	JAMT,	B,	BR,	E,	E-PLUS,	JE	PLUS,	KKE	PLUSS.		$20.00
#90602.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	COOLPIX	5700	CAMERA		78	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Leitz	factory	service	and	repair	manual	on	these	8mm	movie	cameras.		$20.00	#90638.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	AUTOPAK	8-D6	MOVIE	CAMERA		138	pages,	fully	illustrated;	faithful	reprint	of	the
original	factory	manual.	Also	includes	information	on	normal	lens.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual;	includes	exploded	views,	parts	list,	full	service	information.		$25.00	#90687.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	DESIGN	245BAY	8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTOR,	1962		32	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Faithful	reprint	of
the	Vivitar	original	service	manual	on	this	lens;	includes	variety	of	mounts.	Includes	full	parts	listing,	exploded	views,	electrical	schematics,	troubleshooting	guide,	full	service	and	repair	information.		$20.00	#90147.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	TLS-401	CAMERA		22pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original.	Faithful	reprint	of	original
Minolta	factory	service	manual	on	this	sound	Super	8	and	Single	8	projector.		$20.00	#90082.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	MIRAI	105	CAMERA		100pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	Mamiya	factory	repair	manual	on	these	two	medium	format	cameras.		$25.00	#90567.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	B&H	1568	HI-INTENSITY	16mm	SOUND
PROJECTOR,	1979		184pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Identified	as	Contina	Ia	(526/24),	Contina	IIa	(527/24),	Contina	III	(529/24).	This	game	and	other	solitaire	variations	are	easily	played	by	all	ages.	Reprint	of	the	original	Nikon	factory	service	manuals	on	this	underwater	35mm	camera.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	service	and	parts
manuals	on	these	projectors.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90759	,	at	$22.95.	1980		185	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90547.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELMO	TRANSVIDEO	TRV-35	PROJECTOR,	1986		90	pages,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Minolta	on	this	camera.	110pp,
8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	This	is	a	compilation	of	material	on	the	Pako	floor	model	dryers.	Replaces	our	former	#90038.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	booklet	on	this	unit.	Complete	schematics,	exploded	views,	parts	and	tools	listing,	full	disassembly,	repair	and	service.		$10.00	#90338.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	SURESHOT	MULTI
TELE	&	DATE	CAMERAS	TROUBLESHOOTING	GUIDE,	1990		16pp,	fully	illus.;	8-1/2x11".	Spiral	bound.	Leitz	factory	manual.		$20.00	#90692.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	KODASCOPE	EIGHT-90	&	EIGHT-90A	PROJECTORS,	1948			32	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$18.00	#90324.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BOLEX	H-8/	H-16
MOVIE	CAMERAS,	1961		Approximately	280pp,	fully	illustrated.	200pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90214.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	SB-101	SPEEDLIGHT	UNIT		52pp,	fully	illustrated.		$30.00	#90073.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	OLYMPUS	OM-2/OM-2N	CAMERAS		350pp,	fully	illustrated.	Schematics,	service	instructions	for	Stereo	Vivid,	Stereo
Colorist	I	and	II	cameras,	Model	716	Stereo	Projector,	and	Project-or-View.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Kodak	parts	and	service	manuals	on	these	cameras.		$20.00	#90312.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	75-300mm	f/4.0-f/5.6	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1992		78pp,	fully	illustrated.	Covers	two	issues	of	the	Nikkor	Auto	24mm	f/2.8	lens	(1973	and
1975);	and	the	24mm	f/2.8	Ai	version	(1977).	Faithful	reprint	from	what	was	issued	as	a	factory	"original",	although	several	pages	were	photocopies	to	begin	with.		$18.00	#90269.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	SB-22	SPEEDLIGHT	UNIT		62pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	includes	parts	listing,	special	tools,	circuit	diagrams.		$25.00	#90049.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	CANON	FTb/TLb	CAMERAS		210pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90635.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	GRAFLEX	16mm	PROJECTORS,	1968		204	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	1987		180pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90730	,	at	$12.95	#90102.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PENTAX	A3000	SLR	CAMERA		60pp,
fully	illustrated.		$20.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90007	,	at	$12.95	#90301.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	70-200mm	f/2.8L	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1995		86pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00.Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90757	,	at	$16.95.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Fairchild	original	manual	on	this	series	of	Super
8mm	automatic	cartridge	projectors.		$20.00	#90313.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	180mm	f/3.5L	MACRO	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1996		72pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90267.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	MF-2,	750EX	MAGAZINE	BACK,	1976		68pp,	fully	illustrated.	Some	programs	store	the	progress	and	scores	for	you	to	keep	up	with	your
plays.		$35.00	#90636.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FUJI	GW-690-II/GSW-690-II	PROFESSIONAL	CAMERAS		158	pages,	fuly	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	1951	Ampro	service	manual	on	the	Stylist	series	of	projectors,	as	well	as	the	revised	1960	service	manual	from	Gralex	after	they	took	over	the	line;	and	the	original	c.	Exploded	views,	detailed	dis-
assembly,	re-assembly,	and	service	information.		$10.00	#90356.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	MAXXUM	9000	CAMERA		Approx.	Identified	as	Contina	I	(10.0602),	Contina	(matic)	II	(10.0613),	Contina	(matic)	III	(10.0622).	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Kodak-issued	service	manual	on	this	series	of	sophisticated	slide	projectors.		$20.00
#90041.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PENTAX	SPOTMATIC	CAMERA		128pp,	fully	illustrated.		$10.00	#90131.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	KR-10	SUPER	CAMERA		56pp,	fully	illustrated.	Extensive	exploded	views,	showing	sequence	of	assembly	and	dis-assembly;	detailed	information	on	opening	the	camera	and	troubleshooting.		$15.00
#90098.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	DP-2	PHOTOMIC	FINDER	FOR	F2S,	1975		90pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual	on	these	two	automated	processors.	Covers	models	4020,	5020,	7020,	9020.	Includes	complete	detailed	exploded	views	as	well	as	various	changes	through	the	models;	and	service	and
adjustment	information.	Reprint	of	the	original	E.		$30.00	#90400.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BRONICA	ETR/ETR-C	CAMERAS		Approx.		$15.00	#90257.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	35-105mm	f/3.5-f/4.5	AiS	ZOOM	NIKKOR	LENS,	1983		28	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90718	,	at	$19.95
#90680.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BOLEX	SM8	MOVIE	PROJECTOR,	1968-1974		200	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Includes	service	information	on	projectors,	schematic	of	amplifier,	and	complete	parts	listing.		$20.00	#90785.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CHINON	DIRECT	SOUND	AUTO-300	PROJECTOR,	1981		108pp,	fully	illustrated.
Includes	complete	operating	instructions,	as	well	as	parts	specifications,	exploded	views,	wiring	schematics,	complete	service	and	repair	information.		$15.00	#90063.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	110	ZOOM	CAMERA		48pp,	fully	illustrated.	Covers	the	4320,	4324,	4340,	4344,	4460,	4464,	4470,	4474,	4480,	4484,	4490	and	4494	models.		$20.00
#90597.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EUMIG	MARK-S	710D/	705/	705D	MOVIE	PROJECTORS		68pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90382.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	SOUND	KODASCOPE	FS-10-N	PROJECTOR,	nd		62pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	what	is	probably	the	earliest	factory	repair	manual	on	these	motors	for	the	F	camera	and	the	SP,	S3
and	S3M.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Petri	on	this	35mm	camera.	70pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	250pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90633.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	R10	SUPER	ZOOM	MOVIE	CAMERA,	1974		158	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	It	is	all	but	impossible	to	find	any	repair	information	on	the	Contax
equipment;	now	it's	here	from	the	originators.		$15.00	#90575.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BEAULIEU	1008XL	SUPER	8mm	CAMERA,	1978		114pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated,	spiral	bound.		$15.00	#90318.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	CAROUSEL	PROJECTORS,	c.		$20.00	#90250.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	AUTO	WINDER	AW-1,	1976		38pp,	fully
illustrated.		$25.00	#90494.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	TELEX	CARAMATE	SERIES	3100,	3200	PROJECTORS,	1983		Approx.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	service	and	parts	manuals	for	the	90mm	f/2.8	lens;	slide	holder	(exploded	views);	Waist	Level	Finder	(exploded	views);	TTL	Prism	Finder;	Magnifying	Hood	(exploded	views);	Auto	Bellows	(exploded
views);	Extension	Tubes	(exploded	views);	P-Adaptor	(exploded	views).		$20.00	#90594.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	COOLPIX	4500	CAMERA		68	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original;	includes	troubleshooting	guide,	complete	illustrated	parts	listing;	service	and	repair	information.	Includes	exploded
views,	parts	list,	full	service	and	repair	instructions.	Also	includes	Models	84AF	and	84AZ.	All	manuals	are	8-1/2x11"	in	format,	unless	otherwise	noted.	Superb	reference,	not	for	the	faint	of	heart.	Includes	1706AJE,	1706AKE,	1707AAFM,	1707AJF,	1707AKF,	1710AABM,	1710AJB,	1710AKB,	1715AJG,	1715AKG.		$20.00	#90676.	CraigCamera	Repair
Reprint:	(KYOCERA)	YASHICA	T5,	T4	SUPER	CAMERAS		124	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$30.00.Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90767	,	at	$19.95	#90105.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MAMIYA	ZM	QUARTZ	35MM	SLR	CAMERA		94pp,	fully	illustrated.	Spiral	bound	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original
Ricoh	factory	service	manual	on	this	solar-powered	single	lens	reflex	camera.		$15.00	#90550.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	SINGER	2200	SERIES	INSTA-LOAD	16	MOVIE	PROJECTORS,	1980-1981		224pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated,	spiral	bound.	.		$15.00	#90118.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	REVERE	SP-16	16mm	SOUND	PROJECTOR		30pp,	fully	illustrated.	I
appreciate	your	loyalty	and	all	your	kind	words	about	my	husband	John.	Ai	version	in	both	English	and	Japanese.	A	magnificent	sourcebook.	Complete	illustrations,	service	information;	text	in	both	English	and	Japanese.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Sunpak	original.		$20.00	#90298.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	17-35mm	f/2.8L	CANON	ULTRASONIC	CANON
LENS,	1996		90pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	exploded	views,	wiring	diagrams,	service	information.	In	addition	to	full	exploded	views,	parts	list	and	complete	service	information	on	the	two	cameras,	also	includes	service	information	on	250mm	lens,	Bellows	E,	finders,	motor	drive,	extension	tubes.	Shipping	charges	on	overseas	orders	will	be	verified
before	shipment.	46pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	For	both	the	non-Ai	and	Ai	versions	of	this	lens.		$20.00	#90398.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FUJI	GX-680	SLR	CAMERA	SYSTEM		Approx.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Chinon	factory	service	manual	on	this	sophisticated	camera.	From	Graflex	original.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual	and
parts	list	on	these	two	models	and	accessories.		$20.00	#90769.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	OLYMPUS	35ED	CAMERA,	c.	224pp,	fully	illustrated.	This	camera	was	also	made	by	Ricoh	as	the	Sears	KS-2.	Includes	variations	on	the	IIIf,	as	well	as	information	on	the	If	and	IIf	models.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	manual.	CRAIGCAMERA.COM	IS
NOW	RE-OPENED.		$18.00	#90679.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	PHOTOMIC-TN,	FTN	FINDERS,	1968-1970		96	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$18.00	#90617.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	TOWER	9299AY	8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTOR,	1962		26pp,	fully	illustrated.	Good	reference.	Also	available	in	PDF	format	on	CD	(requires	free
Adobe	Acrobat	reader),	#90803$13.95	#90261.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	180-600mm	f/8	ZOOM	NIKKOR	LENS,	1975		36	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90721	,	at	$22.95	#90762.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	JOBO	ATL-2000,	ATL-3000	SERVICE	MANUAL,	c.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory
manual	on	this	high-quality	16mm	Xenon	sound	projector.		$25.00	#90077.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ZEISS	CONTAFLEX	SUPER	B	(1963);	CONTAFLEX	SUPER	(1965)		74pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90191.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELECTRONIC	TROUBLESHOOTING	THE	PENTAX	A3000		22pp,	8-1/2x11".		$15.00	#90354.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	28mm
f/2;	28mm	f/2	Ai	NIKKOR	LENSES,	1974-1977		70	pages,	fully	illustrated.	8-1/2x11",spiral	bound.	Extensive	assembly	illustrations,	schematics,	service	and	repair.		$25.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90249	,	at	$15.95	#90183.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BRONICA	S-2,	C	CAMERAS,	c.	Complete	exploded	views,
service	and	adjustment;	dis-assembly	and	re-assembly	charts.		$25.00	#90119.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	AMPRO	PREMIER-10,	-20,	-30;	STYLIST	16MM	PROJECTORS		224pp,	fully	illustrated.	Valuable	source.	Very	thorough.		$20.00	#90791.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CHINON	CM-5	CAMERA,	1983		60pp,	fully	illustrated.	The	telephone	is	now	working.
DOES	NOT	INCLUDE	THE	KALART	CAMERA.	Full	exploded	views,	troubleshooting,	service	information.		$30.00	#90391.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KONICA	"N"	HEXANON	LENSES/	"UC"	HEXANON	LENSES		Approximately	450pp,	fully	illustrated.		$35.00	#90364.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	MAXXUM	5000i	CAMERA		Approx.	Although
designated	for	the	R10,	the	parts	manual	accompanying	this	publication	is	complete	for	both	the	R10	and	the	R8.	Sprial	bound.	Also	includes	36pp	of	exploded	views	and	parts	listing	for	the	KX	and	K1000	cameras	from	Pentax.	Reprint	of	the	original	Nikon	factory	service	manual	on	this	motor	drive	for	the	FG	and	EM	cameras.		$18.00
#90240.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	NIKKOREX	ZOOM-35	CAMERA,	1963		50pp,	fully	illustrated.	22pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Kalart	service	manual	on	this	series	of	projectors.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90738	,	at	$11.95	#90320.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELMO	MOVIE	CAMERAS	600-S,	600-SD,	300-SL,



1000-S		44pp,	fully	illustrated.	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	$25.00	#90201.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	(EIKI)	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTORS	3580,	3575	(1987)		124pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90285.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	TS-E	LENSES;	24mm	f/3.5L;	45mm	f/2.8;	90mm	f/2.8	(1991)		76pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the
Nikon	original	manual;	full	exploded	views,	service	and	adjustment	on	these	fine	Super	8mm	movie	cameras.	$25.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90733	,	at	$16.95	#90778.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	MOTOR	DRIVE	F36,	F250,	S36,	S72	(1962-1968)		108	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$20.00	#90353.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	35mm	f/2.8;	35mm	f/2.8	Ai	NIKKOR	LENSES,	1974-1977		60	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Also	available	on	CD	(requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader),	#90752,	at	$19.95.	Another	in	our	series	reprinted	from	original	Leitz	service	manuals.	Includes	models	2210,	2211,	2220,	2221,	2222J,	2223J,	2251,	2270,	2271,	2272J,	2273J,	2280.		$25.00
#90143.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MIRANDA	AUTO	SENSOREX	EE		120pp,	fully	illustrated.	As	you	move	into	the	later	models,	much	service	information	for	earlier	models	is	referenced,	not	repeated;	hence	this	combination	of	books.	Full	exploded	views,	schematics,	repair	and	service	information.	Both	were	built	on	the	same	basic	platform,	hence	the
combined	manual.	Includes	Photura,	Epoca,	Autoboy	Jet,	Photura	Caption	and	Epoca	Caption	models.	Reprint	of	the	original	Mamiya	factory	repair	manual	on	these	35mm	SLR	cameras.	References	the	service	manual	on	the	XR-2S	for	repair,	as	the	mechanisms	are	nearly	identical.		$20.00	#90083.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	XR-M,	XR-X
CAMERAS		52pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	exploded	views,	schematics,	troubleshooting	guide,	full	service	and	repair.		$25.00	#90216.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	XL-84/	XL-64/	XL-42	SOUND	SUPER	8	MOVIE	CAMERAS		122	pages,	fully	illustrated;	faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	manual.		$18.00	#90773.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&
HOWELL	1680A	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTOR,	1976		Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	and	parts	manual;	760pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90476.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	16mm	f/3.5;	16mm	f/3.5Ai	NIKKOR	FISHEYE	LENSES,	1976-1977nbsp;	78	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	ASSUMES	dis-assembly,	re-
assembly	and	most	adjustments	can	be	made	from	viewing	the	exploded	views.	$30.00.		$20.00	#90243.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HONEYWELL	STROBONAR	700/770	ELECTRONIC	FLASH,	1969		Approx.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manual	on	this	projector.	Eventually	all	the	cards	are	cleared	and	the	game	ends.	They	share	several
parts	in	common,	hence	the	combination.	Reprint	of	the	original	Mamiya	factory	repair	manual	and	parts	manual	on	this	medium	format	twin-lens	reflex	camera.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	repair	guide	to	this	camera.		$30.00	#90213.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	XL-401/	XL-601	SUPER	8mm	CAMERAS,	1977		56	pages,	fully
illustrated;	faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	manual.	Includes	complete	service	and	repair	information,	along	with	exploded	views	and	parts	listing.	Repair	manual	and	parts	list	for	this	Nikon	flash.	Includes	exploded	views,	schematics,	troubleshooting,	service,	repair	and	maintenance.	We	have	combined	them	because,	for	many	of	the	final
adjustments	on	the	FTN	finder,	you	are	referred	to	specific	sections	of	the	TN	manual.	Reprint	of	Graflex	original.	Exploded	views,	step	by	step	disassembly,	service	and	reassembly	instructions.		$20.00	#90294.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	20-35mm	f/3.5-f/4.5	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1993		74pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90305.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	EF	85mm	f/1.8	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1992		60pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	Sankyo	factory	service	manual	on	these	cameras.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90710	,	at	$22.95	#90323.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HASSELBLAD	500EL	CAMERA	BODY,	1965-1967		80pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	complete	exploded	views,
schemiatcs,	parts	listing;	plus	full	illustrated	service	and	repair	information.	The	two	later	manuals	are	in	both	English	and	Japanese.		$20.00	#90309.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	300mm	f/4	L	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1991		64pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original,	with	service	information,	complete	exploded	views,	parts
listing.	$20.00	#90047.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	TDC	STEREO	CAMERAS	and	PROJECTORS		Approx.	Covers	the	three	versions	of	this	50mm	f/1.4	lens	through	the	Ai	version.		$15.00	#90022.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	GRAFLEX	PACEMAKER,	SPEED,	CROWN	GRAPHIC	CAMERAS,	pre-1955		124pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90554.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	HONEYWELL	STROBONAR	772	ELECTRONIC	FLASH,	1972		82	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Reprint	of	the	original	Mamiya	factory	repair	manual	on	this	medium	format	camera.	Includes	instruction	manual	(also	adjustments);	parts	listings;	service	bulletins	(includes	both	electric	and	hot	water	models);	maintenance
information,	service	information,	etc.	Complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	dis-assembly	and	re-assembly;	detailed	service	and	repair	inforamtion	on	both	the	camera	body	and	the	rangefinder.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	and	parts	manuals.		$25.00	#90396.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	B&H	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTORS	1595C,	2585C,
2592C	(1986)		72pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90268.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	MF-17	250EX	DATA	BACK	FOR	F-3		58pp,	fully	illustrated.	EX.	For	the	last	of	the	screw-mount	Leica	rangefinder	series	cameras.	It’s	part	of	the	Microsoft	software	collection,	and	is	one	of	the	free	solitaire	games	for	PCs.	The	game	is	played	using	eight	columns	of
cards	lined	in	a	row	on	the	computer	screen.	240pp,	fully	illustrated.	Exploded	views,	parts	listing,	detailed	illustrated	service,	repair	and	adjustment	information.	Includes	adjustment	of	cam	plate,	replacing	focusing	lever,	spring	drum,	steel	band,	counterweight	spring,	lens	tubes,	guide	rollers,	bellows,	etc.	Also	includes	extensive	added	service
updates.	Includes	operating	instructions	as	well	as	complete	maintenance,	adjustment,	dis-assembly	and	re-assembly,	parts	listing.	Also	usable	for	the	5008MS	and	3008S.	$35.00	#90159.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	AUTO	35	REFLEX	CAMERA		46pp,	fully	illustrated.	Complete	for	both	of	these	Olympus	cameras.		$45.00
#90331.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	7	RANGEFINDER	CAMERA		54pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90678.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	202	and	302	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTORS,	1958		76	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Written	by	Larry	Lyells,	this	manual	is	an	in-depth	guide	to	servicing	and	adjusting	this	metering
system.		$25.00	#90455.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	GAF	(Ansco)	8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTORS,	1974		Approximately	180pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90236.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	16-MG	SUBMINIATURE	CAMERA		24pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprinted	from	the	original	factory	manuals.	Text	in	both	English	and	Japanese.	Faithful	reprint
of	the	Nikon	factory	service	manual	on	this	zoom	lens.	64pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	#90033.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	LEICA	M-3	CAMERA		186pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90514.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FUJICA	P-100	SINGLE	8	SOUND	MOVIE	CAMERA		134	pages,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	1973		94pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	Also	available	in
CD	version,	#90725	,	at	$12.95	#90239.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ZEISS	SYMBOLICA	CAMERA,	1960		48pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90321.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	110	ZOOM	SLR	CAMERA,	MARK-II		76pp,	fully	illustrated.	Exploded	views,	parts	list,	service	and	repair	information.		$20.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90748	,	at	$12.95.
Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual	on	this	automatic	exposure	camera.	Extremely	thorough.	Full	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	service	and	adjustment	(by	the	flow	chart).		$25.00	#90184.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELECTRONIC	TROUBLESHOOTING	THE	CANON	T-70		23pp,	8-1/2x11".	There	are	still	thousands	of	these	cameras
around,	and	they	still	perform	a	very	useful	function.		$15.00	#90793.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	VIVITAR	283	FLASH,	1984		68	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Can	probably	also	be	used	for	basic	adjustments	on	the	755	model	as	well.		$25.00	#90296.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	14mm	f/2.8L	CANON	ULTRASONIC	CANON	LENS,	1991	
64pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90130.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	POLAROID	SX-70	CAMERA,	1973		212pp,	fully	illustrated.	Exploded	views,	full	service	information.	This	booklet	deals	specifically	with	the	Synchro-Compur	shutters	used	on	the	Rolleiflex	cameras.		$18.00	#90394.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	B&H	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTORS	2580,	2582
(1980)		100pp,	fully	illustrated.		$18.00	#90559.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	DESIGN	253	8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTORS,	1958		Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manual.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90714	,	at	$16.95	#90089.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PENTAX	110	CAMERA		34pp,	fully
illustrated.		$20.00	#90792.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CHINON	132PXL/133PXL	SUPER	8MM	MOVIE	CAMERAS,	1982		52pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90327.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	SANKYO	XL-420/	XL-320	MOVIE	CAMERAS		66pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual	on	this	flash,	in	multiple	languages	--	English,
German	and	French.	Includes	changing	of	filters,	dials	and	cams,	rollers,	switches,	gear	wheels,	fan,	etc.	High-quality	reprint	of	the	extremely	comphrehensive	Fuji	factory	service	manual	on	this	camera	system.		$18.00	#90565.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	SEARS	9270A/	9271A	8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTORS,	1964		26pp,	fully	illustrated.	Covers	the
three	versions	of	this	28mm	f/3.5	lens	through	the	Ai	version.	Applicable	to	all	users	of	this	type	of	shutter,	Leica	was	the	most	common	at	the	time.	Complete	exploded	views,	curcuit	wiring,	parts,	adjustment	and	repair.	Complete	parts	and	service	manual	for	these	two	compact	half-frame	35mm	cameras.	370pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.		$25.00
Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90038	,	at	$15.95	#90647.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	JOBO	ATL-2,	ATL-3	SERVICE	MANUAL,	1987-1992		230	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$18.00	#90585.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	SEARS	9233	DUAL	8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTOR,	1969		36pp,	fully	illustrated.
Exploded	views,	parts	listing,	repair	and	adjustment	information.		$20.00	#90308.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	200mm	f/2.8L	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1991		64pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90614.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ROLLEI	P35	AUTOFOCUS	SLIDE	PROJECTOR		62pp,	fully	illustrated,	spiral	bound.	Includes	complete	instructions	in	the
operation	of	the	camera,	as	well	as	complete	exploded	views,	dis-assembly,	service,	repair,	and	re-assembly.		$20.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader,	#90813	,	at	$13.95	#90123.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	POLAROID	360	PACK	CAMERA	AND	FLASH,	1970		Approx.		$20.00	Reprint	of	the	original	Bell	&	Howell	service
manual	on	these	16mm	slot-threading	projectors.		$18.00	#90497.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	TOWER	1850/1860	AUTOMATIC	SLIDE	PROJECTORS,	1960		28pp,	fully	illustrated.	Superb	reference;	valuable	guide.		$25.00	#90695.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	TELEX	CARAMATE	SERIES	4000	PROJECTORS,	1985		128	pages,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustated;
spiral	bound.	Full	exploded	views,	schematics,	parts	listings,	service	and	repair	information.	Full	exploded	views	and	service	information.	$50.00.		$20.00	#90513.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FUJICA	ZXM-300	SINGLE	8	SOUND	MOVIE	CAMERA		112	pages,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Nikon	factory	original	manual.	Exploded	views,
parts	list;	thorough	service	and	repair	information.	Includes	full	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	schematics,	service	information.	50pp,	large	format,	fully	illus.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Bolex	service	manual	on	this	series	of	manual/mechanical	professional	movie	cameras.	XK	was	the	American	version;	marketed	as	X-1,	XM	overseas.	A	classic	SLR.
Covers	Airequipt	models	in	the	100,	200,	300,	400	and	900	series.	Superb	reference;	faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original.	Schematics	and	instruction	for	disassembly,	repair,	and	reassembly.	Includes	Compound,	Volute,	Optimo,	Multispeed,	Koilos,	EK	Automatic,	Ilex,	Acme,	etc.		$20.00	#90535.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA/	KYOCERA	T-4/	SLIM
T	CAMERAS		108	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90286.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	15mm	f/5.6;	15mm	f/5.6	Ai	NIKKOR	LENSES,	1976-1977nbsp;	96	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Complete	for	this	Olympus	camera.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Leitz	factory	service	and	repair	manual	on	this	auto-focus	enlarger.	Reprint	of	the	original
Fuji	factory	service	manual	on	this	camera.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90483	,	at	$12.95	.		$25.00	#90068.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ZEISS	CONTAX	IIA,	IIIA	CAMERAS		100pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	original	Bronica	factory	service	manual	on	these	two	similar	early	Bronica	models.	Valuable	source	for	servicing	this	series	of
cameras.	$40.00	#90673.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	DEMI	S	AND	DEMI	C	CAMERAS,	1970		82	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	exploded	views,	repair	and	service	information.	Repair	manual	and	parts	list	for	this	prism	finder.	NOT	the	same	as	the	Yashica/Kyocera	T2	camera.		$20.00	#90166.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	DIAL
35	(1964)/	DIAL	35-2	(1968)	CAMERAS		110pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	parts	specifications,	exploded	views,	wiring	schematics,	complete	service	and	repair	information	for	these	two	movie	projecgtors.	Classic	text.		$25.00	#90495.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	METZ	MECABLITZ	45CT1	ELECTRONIC	FLASH,	1976		28pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	EX
reference,	from	Graflex	original.		$20.00	#90383.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	INSTAMATIC	M-67/M-68	MOVIE	PROJECTORS,	1968		56pp,	fully	illustrated.	Prices	quoted	do	not	include	shipping	charges.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Ricoh	factory	service	manual	on	this	compact	35mm	SLR	with	permanent	zoom	lens.	Reprint	of	the	original	service
manual	from	Canon	on	this	lens.	No	exploded	views	or	parts	list.		$20.00	#90343.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	SUNPAK	AUTO	422D/	AUTO	30DX	ELECTRONIC	FLASH		48pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	and	parts	manuals;	approximately	50pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Not	for	the	faint	of	heart.		$15.00
#90114.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PETRI	7-S	CAMERA		30pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	#90619.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	GRAFLEX	PACEMAKER	CROWN	AND	SPEED	GRAPHIC	CAMERAS,	1965		44	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Includes	28-80mm,	28-105mm,	35-80mm,	35-200mm,	80-200mm,	100-300mm.		$25.00	#90230.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	GRAFLEX	GRAPHIC	35	CAMERA,	c.		$20.00	#90235.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	HI-MATIC	9	CAMERA		24pp,	fully	illustrated.	I	will	accept	your	orders	by	e-mail	or	snail	mail	at	the	following	addresses:	Hon.		$35.00	#90489.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	EOS	REBEL	G/	EOS	500N/	NEW	EOS	KISS	CAMERAS,	1996		160pp,	fully
illustrated.	1974		68	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$10.00	#90413.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	EOS	ELAN	II/	ELAN	IIE/	EOS	55/	EOS	50,	1995		Approximately	200pp,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11".	Valuable	source.$20.00.		$20.00	#90605.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	COOLPIX	3100	CAMERA		80	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",
spiral	bound.	This	lens	was	available	in	a	variety	of	mounts	for	different	cameras;	service	manual	includes	complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing;	detail	service	and	repair	information,	including	removal	of	each	kind	of	mount.	Exploded	views,	dis-assembly	and	re-assembly	charts;	service	and	lubrication,	parts	listing.		$15.00	#90281.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	MAMIYA	DSX	CAMERAS		90pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	service	of	the	MARC-350	lamp	supply	unit.	Includes	exploded	views,	complete	service	and	repair	information.	30pp,	fully	illustrated.	Originally	issued	as	three	separate	manuals,	we	have	combined	them	into	a	single	book	for	this	reprint,	because	of	similarities	in	the	cameras.	Reprint
of	the	original	Bell	&	Howell	service	manual	on	this	series	of	16mm	cameras.		$30.00	#90165.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	CAROUSEL	PROJECTORS,	Models	600	through	860		298pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	full	service	and	repair	information.		$18.00	#90426.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	DESIGN	458B
SUPER	8/REGULAR	8	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTOR,	1972		Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	repair	manual	on	this	projector.		$20.00	#90307.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	135mm	f/2L	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1996		60pp,	fully	illustrated.	Complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	repair	procedures,	disassembly,	assembly,	checking,	etc.	1980		84pp,	fully
illustrated;	8-1/2x11".	Includes	these	three	models	of	the	Ikoflex,	with	complete	text	on	repairing	and	adjusting,	with	several	pages	of	photographs.	These	units	are	still	in	wide	use.	The	popular	solitaire	card	game	has	been	around	for	years,	and	can	be	downloaded	and	played	on	personal	computers.	Extensive	exploded	views	and	complete	service
information.		$25.00	#90612.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	SINGER	CARAMATE,	CARAMATE	II	PROJECTORS,	1975		94	pages,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated;	spiral	bound.	1964		82pp,	fully	illustrated.		$18.00	#90417.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	VIVITAR	INSTANT	SLIDE	PRINTER,	1983		36pp,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11".			Approximately	200	pages,	fully	illustrated;
8-1/2x11".	Includes	extensive	electrical	schematics,	as	well	as	detailed	dis-assembly,	re-assembly,	adjustment	and	repair.	Identified	as	Contessamat	(10.0643),	Contessamat	SE	(10.0654),	Contessamat	SBE	(10.0652).		$30.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90743	,	at	$19.95	#90332.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON
NIKKORMAT	EL	CAMERA		200pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	available	on	CD	(requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader),	#90755,	at	$16.95.		$40.00	#90492.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	N2020	(F501)	CAMERA,	1986		Approx.	Includes	complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	full	service	and	repair	for	both	cameras.	Complete	exploded	views,	schematics,
parts	listing;	service	and	repair,	including	dis-assembly,	re-assembly,	sound	and	mechanical	adjustments.	1996		130pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	full	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	special	tool	list,	full	service	and	adjustment	information	for	this	classic	rangefinder	camera.	Complete	parts	and	service	manual	covering	the	F-1	Booster	T	Finder,	and	the
Servo	EE	Finder.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90702	,	at	$19.95	#90571.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELMO	ST-1200HD	Super	8mm	SOUND	PROJECTOR		150pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Bausch	&	Lomb	original.	Full	schematics,	exploded	views,	close-up	views	of	inner	workings	of	projector.		$10.00	#90745.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	CANON	T60	CAMERA,	1990			60+	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	The	Singer	projectors	evolved	from	original	Graflex	products,	and	later	became	Telex.	Repair	manual	and	parts	list	for	this	back	for	the	F2	cameras.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Nikon	original	factory	manuals	on	both	the	early	and	later	versions	of	this	lens.		$20.00
#90058.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	SR-T	102/	SR-T	303	(202)/SR-T	SUPER	CAMERAS		Approx.	Includes	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	full	service	and	adjustment	information.	Also	includes	Winder	W-3,	Data	Back	D-4.	The	most	comprehensive	assemblage	of	information	we	know	of.	$50.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90731	,	at	$32.95
#90607.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	AUTO	ELECTRO	FINDER/	PLAIN	FINDER,	c.	All	were	built	on	the	same	basic	platform,	hence	the	combined	manual.	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	$20.00	#90395.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	B&H	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTORS	2585,	2590,	2592	(1980)		118pp,	fully	illustrated.	#90227.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FUJI	G-
690	CAMERA		90pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90450.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	(GRAFLEX)	NORITA	CAMERA,	c.		$18.00	#90377.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	DESIGN	461	SUPER	8mm	PROJECTOR,	1969		42pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90266.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	MF-12	DATA	BACK,	1981		78pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00
#90694.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HONEYWELL	200/202	SLAVE	STROBONARS,	1968			32	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	The	Singer	projectors	evolved	from	original	Graflex	products.		$30.00	#90379.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	LUMINA	II	8mm/SUPER	8mm	PROJECTORS,	1977		44pp,	fully	illustrated.	In	both	Japanese
and	English.		$10.00	#90397.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PENTAX	K-1000	CAMERA,	1978		This	is	a	high-quality	reproduction	of	the	National	Camera-produced	repair	and	service	maunual	on	the	K1000.	Includes	exloded	views,	parts	listing,	complete	repair	information.	A	timer	keeps	track	of	the	time	elapsed	as	you	compete	with	yourself.FreecellIn	this
solitaire	variation,	the	player	uses	four	cells	to	move	cards	around	the	virtual	board.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Minolta	on	this	subminiature	cartridge	camera	of	the	1970's.		$25.00	#90339.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CHINON	30AF-XL	SUPER	8MM	SOUND	MOVIE	CAMERA		50pp,	fully	illustrated.		$18.00	#90580.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	DESIGN	467	DUAL	8mm	PROJECTOR,	1970		42pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90449.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MAMIYA	RZ67	PROFESSIONAL	CAMERA		200pp,	fully	illustrated.	Superb	reference.	A	few	of	the	illustrations	are	a	little	weak,	but	overall	an	excellent	reference.	Schematics,	service	instructions	for	Bell	&	Howell
TDC	projctor	models	117G,	106G,	100G,	773G,	150G,	759G,	251G,	751G,	124G,	224G,	325G,	425G,	225G,	415G,	320G,	720G,	260G,	160G,	304G,	504G,	Project-or-View.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Canon	on	these	lenses.	Also	includes	service	on	the	Kalart	synchronizer	flash.	Reprint	of	the	National	Camera	Technical	Training	Division
manual.		$15.00	#90080.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	EE	CONTROL	UNIT	DS-12		58pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90342.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	HI-MATIC	7S-II	CAMERA		50pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90054	,	at	$12.95	#90411.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON
RANGEFINDER	CAMERA	MODEL	IV-S2,	1955	(Revised)		280pp,	fully	illustrated.	Coverage	includes	Models	600,	600-H,	650,	650-H,	700,	750,	750-H,	760,	760-H,	800,	800-H,	840-H,	850,	850-H,	860	and	860-H.	175pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual	on	this	Regular	8mm,	Super	8mm	and	Single	8mm	projector.
	$20.00	#90508.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTOR,	DESIGN	202,	c.	One	would	also	assume	that	this	would	be	valuable	for	the	earlier	model	Repronar	as	well.	Includes	different	versions	of	the	500C;	complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	service	information,	as	well	as	some	additional	detail	sheets,	and	previous
repairman/owner's	notes.	Please	give	me	the	items	you	wish	to	purchase	and	your	address	so	that	I	can	determine	the	shipping	costs.		$25.00	#90178.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MIRANDA	SENSOMAT	RE	CAMERA		90pp,	fully	illustrated.	Covers	the	Nikkor	35mm	f/2.8	lens	and	the	35mm	f/2.8	Ai	version.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Canon	factory
service	manual	on	this	rangefinder	35mm	camera.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original,	complete,	service	manual	on	this	35mm	camera	from	Yashica.		$18.00	#90030.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HONEYWELL	PREVIEW	SLIDE	PROJECTORS,	1970			Approximately	100	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	1959		50pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	includes
some	Nikon	technical	update	pages.	Exploded	views,	troubleshooting	charts,	full	service	information.	Can	also	be	used	as	a	guide	for	servicing	the	Unirex.		$15.00	#90274.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	55mm	f/3.5	MICRO-NIKKOR	LENS,	1975,	1977		55	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual.	Originally	issued	by	the	Department	of	the
Army.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manuals.	Includes	complete	set-up	and	operation,	adjustment,	service	and	repair.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Mamiya	original	factory	manual.		$18.00	#90564.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	SEARS	SOUNDSTAGE	9254	8mm	SOUND	PROJECTOR,	1964		34pp,	fully	illustrated.	Complete	exploded	views,
parts	listing,	full	disassembly,	repair	and	service,	and	reassembly	information.	In	addition	to	the	camera	itself,	includes	parts	lists	and	exploded	views	of	the	film	holder	and	all	accessories.	#90049.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	FX	CAMERA,	1970		120	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90639.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	DURST	401	MKII	COLOR	HEAD	
82	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$10.00	#90334.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	SURE	SHOT	ACE/JOY	TROUBLESHOOTING	GUIDE,	1990		16pp,	fully	illus.;	8-1/2x11".	Complete	exploded	views,	adjustment	and	repair	information.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	on	this	popular	sound	projector.	Complete	exploded	views,
parts	listing,	dis-assembly,	repair	and	adjustment;	re-assembly	and	lubrication.	Approx.	Includes	NST-0,	NST-1,	NST-2,	NST-3,	NT-0,	NT-1,	NT-2,	NT-3	models.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	NatCam	manual;	63	large	detailed	photographs	showing	explicit	disassembly	of	camera;	minimal	service	information	but	some	repair	is	expected	to	be	self-evident	from
dis-assembly.	Includes	1974	and	1976	vesions	of	the	non-Ai	lens.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Honeywell	on	these	two	strobes.		$15.00	#90288.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FISHEYE-NIKKOR	6mm	f/2.8	LENS	(1977)		44	pages,	fully	illustrated.	You	can	start	your	browsing	for	those	manuals	Here	If	you	arrived	here	directly	from	a	search
engine,	please	go	to	my	Home	Page.	Includes	specs,	exloded	views,	circuit	diagrams,	service	information.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manual	on	these	projectors.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	parts	and	service	manual	for	this	35mm	camera.		$25.00	#90572.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	EIKI	SL-II	SERIES	16mm	SOUND	PROJECTORS	
138pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	1963	original.	Exploded	views,	parts	listing,	service	and	repair	instructions.	Covers	models	253A,	253AR,	253AX,	253B,	253BRX,	253RX.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Nikon	service	manuals	on	these	two	metered	finders	for	the	Nikon	F.		$18.00	#90065.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	F3	CAMERA	
196pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Bell	&	Howell	service	manual	on	these	two	16mm	sound	projectors.	Includes	both	these	models	of	the	Contaflex,	with	complete	text	on	repairing	and	adjusting,	with	several	pages	of	photographs.	Reprint	of	the	original	Nikon	factory	service	manual	on	this	motor	drive	for	the	Nikon	camera.		$18.00
#90448.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	FILMOSOUND	PROJECTORS	(545,	550,	552	Series),	1968		Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	and	parts	manual;	approx.	The	programs	that	are	downloaded	on	your	computer	are	usually	available	to	play	on	tablets	and	smartphones,	too.		$20.00	#90802.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	Nikon
120mm	f/4	(IF)	Medical-Nikkor	Lens,	1981		76	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Not	for	the	faint	of	heart;	much	of	the	dis-assembly	and	re-assembly	is	"by	the	numbers."	$15.00	#90811.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	FOCUSING	UNIT	AU-1,	1975			38	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Spectra	on	these	meters.	Exploded	views,
parts	listing,	schematics,	complete	repair	and	service	information.	A	must	for	Yashica	users	and	collectors.		$18.00	#90211.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	NIKKORMAT	FT-2	CAMERA		102pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Hasselblad	original;	complete	exploded	views,	parts	identification	for	all	accessories	and	rollfilm	backs;	service
information	on	the	Magazine	70	is	generally	applicable	to	other	reollfilm	backs	as	well.		$18.00	#90186.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELECTRONIC	TROUBLESHOOTING	THE	CANON	AE-1	PROGRAM		24pp,	8-1/2x11".		$18.00	#90618.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	TOWER	92929A	8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTOR,	1962		24pp,	fully	illustrated.	EX,	high-quality
reprint.		$20.00	#90677.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	80-200mm	f/2.8	AiS	Lens,	1982		40	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Full	service	and	exploded	views.	Known	as	the	511	in	the	US,	it	was	also	sold	as	the	3400	elsewhere	in	the	world.	Full	dis-assembly	and	re-assembly	information,	as	well	as	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	repair,
adjustment	and	service	information.		$30.00	#90504.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	(KYOCERA)	YASHICA	300AF	CAMERA,	1993		138pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Includes	full	parts	listing,	exploded	views,	electrical	schematics,	full	service	information.	Valuable	source.	$15.00	#90768.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	VIVITAR	35-85mm	f/2.8	VARIFOCAL
SERIES	I	LENS,	1979		106	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11".	Serious	workers	might	want	this	and	our	other	IIIf	manual.	#90168.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ZEISS	CONTESSAMAT,	CONTESSAMAT	SE,	CONTESSAMAT	SBE,	c.	Complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	full	disassembly,	repair	and	service,	and	reassembly	information.	$25.00
#90537.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	100-400mm	F/4.5-F/5.6L	IS	USM	EF	LENS,	1998		120pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	from	the	original	factory	manual.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Ricoh	factory	service	manual	on	this	single	lens	reflex	camera.	Complete	schematics,	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	repair	and	service.	Tables	of	camera/lens/shutter
combinations;	exploded	views;	specific	service	instructions	for	all	variations.	Basically	a	parts	manual,	showing	full	exploded	views,	parts	listing.	1910	Projection	Lamps	Projection	Lamp	Cross-Reference	OWN	A	PROJECTOR	BUT	DON'T	KNOW	WHAT	LAMP	IT	TAKES?	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	GAF	on	these	projectors.	Exploded
views,	repair	and	service	information.	As	a	guide,	most	individual	books	up	to	175	pages	can	be	shipped	domestically	at	our	$5.95	"flat"	for	ZIP-coded	addresses,	including	Hawaii,	Puerto	Rico	and	Alaska.	Includes	some	Fuji	technical	updates.	This	manual	applies	to	models	1000,	1015,	1016,	1020,	1021,	1022,	1030,	1040,	1042,	1050.		$10.00
#90142.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	FG	CAMERA,	1982		204pp,	fully	illustrated.		$30.00	#90111.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	MAXXUM	7000	CAMERA		Approx.	Exploded	views,	parts	listing,	adjustment,	service	and	repair	information.		$30.00	#90319.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	(KYOCERA/YASHICA)	CONTAX	RTS-II	CAMERA		50pp,	fully
illustrated.	Also	includes	service	information	on	the	AE	and	CdS	Prism	Finders;	also	with	added	technical	bulletins.	On	credit	card	orders,	trust	me	to	ship	the	least	expensive,	yet	expeditious,	method.	Complete	exploded	views,	parts	list,	service	and	repair	information,	electronic	adjustment.		$18.00	#90674.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	DEJUR	86,	86AZ
DUAL	8mm	PROJECTORS		24	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".		$25.00	#90640.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	SCOOPIC	16	CAMERA		90	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$40.00	#90401.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PRONTOR	SHUTTERS,	VOLUME	2		185pp,	fully	illustrated.	The	most	complete	maintenance	information	available	on	this
magnetic/optical	16mm	projector.		$20.00	#90293.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	28-70mm	f.2.8L	CANON	ULTRASONIC	LENS,	1993		90pp,	fully	illustrated.	Complete	exploded	views	and	parts	lists,	along	with	complete	illustrated	repair	information.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Canon	on	these	three	lenses.	A	complete	reference,	with
information	on	cleaners,	adhesives,	etc.;	extensive	charts	and	databases	on	everything	from	filter	sizes	to	lens	element	designs,	flash	data,	color	temperatures,	lamps,	drills,	belt	sizes,	etc.,	etc.	Detailed	repair	and	service	information;	troubleshooting	guide;	exploded	views,	parts	list	on	these	professional	level	medium	format	cameras.	We	have	16
pages	of	company-issued	"tentative"	repair	instructions	and	notes.		$15.00	#90781.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BRAUN	460	VCS	PROFESSIONAL	FLASH,	1977			36	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90086.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PENTAX	S-3	CAMERA		Also	for	repair	of	H1,	H1a,	H2,	H3,	H3V,	S1,	S1a,	S2,	SV,	SB,	SB2,	SV	models;	includes	exploded	views,
parts	list,	full	service	information.	Reprinted	from	the	original	Kodak	factory	manual.	Includes	full-color	elecrical	schematic	as	it	appeared	in	the	original.		$20.00	#90271.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	28mm	f/4	PC-NIKKOR	LENS,	1975;	28mm	f/3.5	PC-NIKKOR	LENS,	1980		50	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Also	includes	exploded	views	and	parts	lists	on	the
100mm,	65mm,	150mm,	180mm	lenses.	Exploded	views,	schematics,	etc.	THIS	LIST	MIGHT	HELP.		$25.00	#90808.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CANON	135mm	f/2.8SF;	300mm	f/2.8L	EF	LENSES,	1987		72	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Yashica	original	service	manual	on	this	camera	and	flash.	Includes	both	operating	instructions	and
service	and	repair	on	this	series	of	professional	movie	readers.	Reprint	of	the	original	Zeiss-Ikon	factory	service	manual	on	these	three	models.		$15.00	#90167.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ROLLEI	SL-66	CAMERA,	1974		52pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90351.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	35mm	f/2	Auto;	35mm	f/2;	35mm	f/2	Ai	NIKKOR	LENSES,	1973-1977		88
pages,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Canon	factory	manual	on	this	camera	(in	the	US	as	the	Rebel	G;	in	Europe	as	the	EOS	500N;	and	in	Japan	as	the	EOS	KISS).	This	is	a	faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	manual	covering	the	Xenon	lamp,	starter	and	rectifier	circuits	in	the	Eiki	projector.	1978		212pp,	fully	illustrated.	A	compilation	of	the
parts	and	service	manuals	on	this	new	series	of	Carousel	slide	projectors;	includes	Models	4200,	4200K,	4200KK,	4200J,	4400,	4600,	4600K,	4600KK,	5200,	5200K,	5400,	5600,	5600KK,	5600J,	Medalist	AF,	Medalist	I	and	II.		$30.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90727	,	at	$19.95	#90187.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ELECTRONIC	TROUBLESHOOTING
THE	NIKON	FA		28pp,	8-1/2x11".	Valuable	reference.	I	will	also	accept	check	or	money	order,	or	PayPal.		$18.00	#90360.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BELL	&	HOWELL	DESIGN	471	DUAL-8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTOR,	1971		40pp,	fully	illustrated.	Full	exploded	views,	complete	service	and	repair	information.		$20.00	#90193.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH
XR-6	CAMERA	(SEARS	KS-1,	FOCAL	TLR)		42pp,	fully	illustrated.		$30.00	#90001.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	EKTAPRO	SLIDE	PROJECTORS,	1998		136	pages,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	exploded	views,	parts	listings,	full	service	and	adjustment	information.		$30.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90734	,	at	$19.95	#90096.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	MINOLTA	XE/XE-1/XE-7	CAMERAS		Approx.	Includes	SL-0,	SL-1,	SL-02,	SL-2	(all	with	serial	number	30001	and	higher),	and	EX-300-SL-II	series	with	serial	numbers	3001	and	above.	275pp,	fully	illustrated.	Exploded	views,	parts	listings,	complete	service	information.	Schematics,	exploded	views,	adjustment	and	repair	information.	Faithful
reprint	of	the	factory	original	service	manual	on	this	specialized	medical	camera	with	built-in	flash.	Covers	the	Rolleiflex	f/3.5	and	f/2.8	cameras	up	to	that	date,	as	well	as	Rolleicords,	RolleiMagic,	Tele-Rollei	and	Rollei-Wide,	along	with	hoods,	backs,	etc.		$15.00Also	available	on	CD	(requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader),	#90775,	at	$9.95.	The	manual
is	in	both	English	and	Japanese.	Easy-to-follow	text	and	photos	for	complete	dis-assembly,	repair	and	re-assembly	of	this	classic	and	popular	camera.	And	a	host	of	helpful	bits	of	information	for	repairmen	and	tinkerers.	Once	this	system	is	mastered,	working	on	other	TLR's	such	as	the	Yashica,	becomes	easier.		$20.00	#90108.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	GRAFLEX	SUPER	GRAPHIC	AND	SUPER	SPEED	GRAPHIC,	4X5"		63pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	full	exploded	views,	circuit	boards,	schematics,	dis-assembly,	re-assembly,	adjustment,	etc.	Separate	section,	updated	to	1972,	on	the	Copal	shutter	system	of	the	MP-3.	The	ZE-2	was	based	on	the	ZE,	so	we	have	combined	the	manuals.		$30.00
Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90003	,	at	$19.95	#90518.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	KODAK	SHUTTERS,	1947-1955		262pp,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11".		$20.00	#90681.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	REVERE	P-777,	WOLLENSAK	P-715	MOVIE	PROJECTORS		20pp,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Includes	original	1966	explodede	views,	parts,	as
well	as	revised	1969	listing.		$20.00	#90598.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	LABELLE	TARGET	8	MOVIE	PROJECTOR		78pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".		$35.00	#90609.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	HASSELBLAD	ACCESSORIES	PARTS/REPAIR,	c.	125pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Repair	manual	and	parts	list	for	the	Nikon	F2	metered	prism.	55pp,	8-1/2x11".
Offered	as	the	KR-5	in	the	United	States,	and	the	XR-500	in	Europe	and	Japan.	exploded	views,	parts	and	tools	listing,	full	disassembly,	repair	and	service,	and	reassembly	information.	Also	includes	service	information	on	the	Command	Back	70,	and	flash	277T.	Not	for	the	faint	of	heart;	much	of	the	dis-assembly	and	re-assembly	is	"by	the
numbers."	$15.00	#90252.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	SERIES	"E"	LENSES,	1979-1982		154pp,	fully	illustrated.	NO	BASIC	MECHANICAL	SERVICE.	Includes	complete	exploded	views,	parts	listings,	schematics,	repair	and	service	information,	dis-assembly	and	reassembly,	testing.	Classic.		$30.00	#90569.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KALART	70-15,	70-
25,	70-0	16mm	PROJECTORS		72	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$20.00	#90161.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	PHOTOMIC-T	FINDER,	1967		52pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	parts	specifications,	exploded	views,	wiring	schematics,	complete	service	and	repair	information	for	the	M-80,	M-85,	M-95	Instamatic	Movie	Projectors.		$20.00
#90583.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	DURST	CLS	450	COLOR	MIXING	HEAD		26	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".	This	is	one	of	the	books	that	provides	a	large	picture	on	each	page	of	a	portion	of	the	shutter,	with	adjustment	and	repair	information.	Reprint	of	the	original	Elmo	factory	service	manual	on	thexe	projectors.	Exploded	views,	parts	listing;
service	and	repair	information.	A	valuable	source	to	keep	these	units	up	and	running.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Minolta	on	these	three	camera	models.	PLEASE	NOTE:	I	HAVE	LOCATED	MOST	OF	ITEMS	NUMBERED	#90000	THROUGH	90245.	Full	exploded	views,	parts	listing	and	detailed	service	on	the	IV-S2;	special	section	on
upgraded	model.		$25.00	#90621.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MAGNASYNC/MOVIOLA	LIBRARY	READER	LV/	LVR/	LVRM,	1973		54	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Prices	do	not	include	shipping	#90203.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	CAMERA	REPAIRMAN'S	HANDBOOK/PHOTO	TECHNOLOGY	DATA	BOOK,	1954/1974		Originally	published	as	a
380-page	book	by	National	Camera,	we	have	redesigned	this	reprint	to	be	easier	to	use.		$20.00	#90132.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	XR-2S	CAMERA		64pp,	fully	illustrated.	Very	thorough,	valuable	source.		$18.00	#90611.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	KODASCOPE	SIXTEEN-20	PROJECTOR,	1946		48	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral
bound.	Exploded	views,	detailed	dis-assembly,	re-assembly,	and	service	information,	as	well	as	parts	list.	Comprehensive	reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	and	parts	manuals	on	this	series	of	overhead	projectors.	Includes	models	9050,	9060,	9070,	9075,	9080,	9100,	9200,	9550.	HOWEVER,	PLEASE	INCLUDE	NOT	ONLY	THE	ITEM	NUMBER	BUT
THE	DESCRIPTION	OF	THE	ITEM	AS	THEY	ARE	IN	FILE	DRAWERS	THAT	ARE	FILED	ALPHABETICALLY	AND	THE	INVENTORY	NUMBER	IS	NOT	ANYWHERE	ON	OR	IN	THE	FILE	DRAWERS.		$15.00	#90075.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ZEISS	IKOFLEX	I-B;	I-C;	FAVORIT		62pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90729	,	at	$15.95
#90358.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PENTAX	67-II	SINGLE	LENS	REFLEX	CAMERA		112pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	complete	repair	materials	on	shutters	for	Series	100,	200,	300,	400	cameras.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	Airequipt	original.		$25.00	#90683.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	105mm	f/2.5Ai	NIKKOR	LENS,	1977			40	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-
1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$20.00	#90325.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EUMIG	MARK-M-S8/	MARK-8	MOVIE	PROJECTORS		64pp,	fully	illustrated.		$18.00	#90498.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	SEARS	"DU-ALL"	9204/9205	DUAL-8mm	MOVIE	PROJECTORS,	1967		32pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90322.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	HI-MATIC	SD,	S
CAMERAS		73pp,	fully	illustrated.		$30.00	#90737.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	(Honeywell)	ELMO	SUPER	104	MOVIE	CAMERA,	1968			54pp,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Reprint	of	the	original	factory	repair	manuals	on	these	two	35mm	SLR	cameras.		$18.00	#90526.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	B&H	MONITOR	SLIDE	PROJECTOR,
DESIGNS	950,	960,	961	(1968)		Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	repair	manual;	62	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11".	1996		138pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90043.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	ROLLEIFLEX	TLR	CAMERAS,	c.	Valuable	source,	from	Graflex	original.	Complete	exploded	views,	parts,	service	and	adjustment	information.		$20.00
#90048.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	(KYOCERA/YASHICA)	CONTAX	159mm	CAMERA		76pp,	fully	illustrated.	Text	in	both	English	and	German.	109pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90796	,	at	$19.95	#90405.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	THE	LEICA-TYPE	SHUTTER,	1975		46	pages,	fully	illustrated;	5-1/4x8-1/2".		$15.00	#90024.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	GRAFLEX	XL	CAMERA	BODY,	FINDER		24pp,	fully	illustrated.		$18.00	#90578.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	OLYMPUS	IS-1/	IS-1000	CAMERAS		190	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Reprint	of	the	original	Canon	factory	repair	manual;	covers	the	TLb	camera	and	both	early	and	later	versions	of	the	Canon	FTb.	Exploded	views	and
full	service	information.	1970		82pp,	fully	illustrated.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	manual	on	this	Nikon	flash.		$20.00	Also	available	in	CD	version,	#90724	,	at	$12.95	#90092.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KONICA	KONI-OMEGA	RAPID	CAMERA		74pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90613.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	VARITRONIC	VIEWPOINT
OVERHEAD	PROJECTOR		42	pages,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90722	,	at	$29.95	#90326.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BOLEX	H-16M-RX-SB/	H16EBM	CAMERAS,	1971		Approximately	120pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90287.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	FISHEYE-NIKKOR	8mm	f/2.8	LENS
(1977)		38	pages,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90029.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KODAK	MEDALIST,	MEDALIST	II	CAMERAS		56pp,	fully	illustrated.	60pp,	fully	illustrated.	Written	by	S.L.	Love,	this	manual	covers	design	of	the	self-capping	shutter,	operation,	making	new	curtains,	installation,	speed	control,	etc.		$20.00	#90124.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	POLAROID	MP-3	INDUSTRIAL	VIEW	CAMERA,	1969-1972		Approx.		$15.00	#90544.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	KR-5	SUPER	CAMERA	(also	SEARS	KSX-1000)		40pp,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	service	and	parts	manual;	approx.		$10.00	#90491.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	(ELECTRONIC)
SERVICING	THE	CANON	T-90,	1993		36pp,	8-1/2x11".		$15.00	#90100.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	126C	FLEX	TLS	CAMERA		32pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00	#90641.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MINOLTA	HI-MATIC	G	CAMERA		64	pages,	fully	ilustrated,	8-1/2x11".	#90028.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KALART	EQUIPMENT		58pp,	fully	illustrated.		$15.00
#90196.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	TECHNICOLOR	SUPER	8	PROJECTORS	(1000,	1200,	1300	Series)		80pp,	fully	illustrated.	Reprint	of	the	original	Olympus	factory	service	manual.	In	both	English	and	Japanese.	Detailed	electronic	checking	and	servicing	information	for	this	camera.	Reprint	of	the	original	Nikon	factory	service	manual	on	this
underwater	35mm	camera.	Exploded	views,	parts	listing,	full	service	instructions.	Complete	exploded	views,	schematics,	full	service	and	repair.	Also	includes	exploded	views	of	the	M-1.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Ricoh	factory	service	manual	on	these	35mm	SLR	cameras.		$20.00	#90591.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	COOLPIX	2500	CAMERA	
64	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$20.00	#90606.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	COOLPIX	3200	CAMERA		94	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.	Reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	from	Canon	on	these	electronic	flash	units.	Exploded	views,	parts	list,	full	service	and	adjustment	information.	Very	weak	on	dis-
assembly	and	re-assembly,	but	most	Rollei	books	are.	1988		60pp,	fully	illustrated.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90720	,	at	$9.95	#90345.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	BAUSCH	&	LOMB	BALOMATIC	PROJECTORS	300/305/500		20pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	these	three	models	of	the	Contaflex,	with	complete	text	on
repairing	and	adjusting,	with	several	pages	of	photographs.	Known	as	the	611	in	the	US,	it	was	also	sold	as	the	5000	elsewhere	in	the	world.	Includes	factory	parts	manual,	with	detailed	exploded	views;	and	factory	service	manual.	Manufactured	by	Eiki,	they	were	distributed	under	the	Bell	&	Howell	name.	This	manual	includes	servicing	and
maintenance	procedures,	replacement	parts	lists,	illustated	assembly	drawings.	Originally	published	by	National	Camera,	it	includes	complete	servicing	information	on	this	shutter.		$15.00	#90095.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	SYNCHRO-COMPUR	SHUTTERS,	1967		56pp,	fully	illustrated.	100pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.		$40.00	#90125.	CraigCamera
Reprint:	AUTOMATIC	SHUTTERS	FOR	POLAROID	LAND	CAMERAS,	1968-1971		Approx.	Complete	schematics,	exploded	views,	parts	and	tools	listing,	full	disassembly,	repair	and	service,	and	reassembly	information.		$15.00	#90560.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	KALART	40,	50,	60	SERIES	16mm	PROJECTORS,	1954		152	pages,	fully	illustrated,	8-1/2x11".
	$25.00	#90328.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EUMIG	MARK	607/	610D/	610D	LUX	MOVIE	PROJECTORS,	1974		64pp,	fully	illustrated.		$30.00Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader,	#90777,	at	$19.95.		$30.00	#90577.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	OLYMPUS	IS-3/	IS-3000	CAMERAS		164	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.
Faithful	reprint	of	the	Nikon	original	manual.	Pyramid	is	a	fun	and	entertaining	card	game,	and	a	great	way	to	pass	the	time.TripeaksIn	the	game	of	Tripeaks,	cards	are	selected	in	a	sequence	going	up	or	down	to	accumulate	points.		$20.00	#90023.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	GRAPHIC	VIEW	I	AND	II	CAMERAS		32pp,	fully	illustrated.	Covers	nearly	60
projectors	under	the	Ansco,	GAF,	Sears,	Viceroy,	Wards	and	Emdeko	brands.	Also	available	in	CD	version,	requires	free	Adobe	Acrobat	Reader	#90716	,	at	$9.95	#90157.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PETRI	FT	35mm	SLR	CAMERA		42pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90057.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	NIKON	EM	CAMERA		158pp,	fully	illustrated.		$25.00
#90505.	CraigCamera	Repair	Reprint:	(KYOCERA)	YASHICA	T2/	T2-D	CAMERAS		76pp,	8-1/2x11",	fully	illustrated.	1956		36pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	exploded	views,	circuitry,	repair	and	adjustment	information.	1993			210	pages,	fully	illustrated;	8-1/2x11",	spiral	bound.		$20.00	#90050.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	MAMIYA	M645/	M645-1000S
CAMERAS		236pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90390.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	EF	28-135mm	f/3.5-f/5.6	CANON	IS	(ULTRASONIC)	LENS,	1998		120pp,	fully	illustrated.		$20.00	#90135.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	YASHICA	FX-3/FX-7	CAMERAS		32pp,	fully	illustrated.	Includes	Retina	IIIS,	Retina	Reflex,	Retina	Reflex	S,	Retina	Reflex	III	and	Retina	Reflex	IV.
Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Minolta	service	manual	on	this	compact	35mm	camera;	complete	exploded	views,	parts	listing,	service	and	repair	information.	Models	covered	inlcude	the	Kyocera	TProof;	Yashica	T5	and	T5D;	and	Yashica	T4	Super	and	T4	Super	D.	Complete	trouble	shooting,	disassembly,	repair	and	reassembly.	220pp,	fully	illustrated.
Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	for	this	popular	Nikon	camera.	Limited	information	on	actual	dis-assembly,	but	complete	techical	and	electronic	service	and	repair	information;	schematics,	exploded	views	and	photographs,	etc.	Covers	three	issues	of	the	Nikkor	Auto	35mm	f/2	lens	(1973,	1975);	and	the	35mm	f/2	Ai	version	(1977).	22pp,	8-
1/2x11".	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	factory	services	manuals	on	these	two	cameras.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	factory	original	service/repair	manual	on	this	35mm	camera.	A	faithful	reprint	of	the	original	Hasselblad	service	manual	on	this	camera.		$35.00	#90204.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RCA	MODEL	400	16mm	PROJECTOR,	1949		48pp,	8-1/2x11",
fully	illustrated.	Includes	extensive	electrical	schematics,	as	well	as	detailed	dis-assembly,	re-assembly,	exploded	views,	parts	listing;	adjustment	and	repair.	EX,	fine	reprint.	Faithful	reprint	of	the	original	service	manual	on	this	(then)	fairly	sophisticated	Super	8mm	movie	camera.	Includes	Prontor-S,	Pronto,	Vario	shutters;	with	additional
supplements	on	Prontormat,	Vero,	Prontor-SLK,	Pronto-LK,	Vario-LK,	Prontor-SVS,	Prontor-Reflex.	78pp.		$25.00	#90454.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	PENTAX	6X7	LENSES	AND	ACCESSORIES,	c.	Detailed	service,	repair	and	adjustment;	includes	schematics,	exploded	views.	Excellent.	Exploded	views,	schematics,	repair	and	service	information.		$20.00
#90194.	CraigCamera	Reprint:	RICOH	XR-7	CAMERA	(SEARS	KS-2)		48pp,	fully	illustrated.
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